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Foreword
This is the summary outcome report of Asia Pacific Summit of Refugees 2021 (APSOR2021) prepared by the Asia Pacific Network of Refugees (APNOR) team. This report
outlines the discussions, key recommendations, and outcomes from the Asia Pacific
Summit of Refugees (APSOR), held on 9, 10 & 11 November 2021 virtually via digital
platform, with many individual refugees and country hubs participants connecting to the
Summit from Australia, New Zealand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Afghanistan, Iran, India,
Bangladesh, Thailand, Hong Kong & South Korea.
This report includes the topics of Agenda decided for APSOR-2021 to be discussed which
include for 9th of November, why are we here? Who are we? What can we do? For 10th of
November 2021. Ideas and Concerns / Goals and Priorities. And for 11th of November 2021
Moving forward. This document also included the summary of discussions and
recommendations from refugee communities and forcibly displaced people in the region
on how to overcome the burden and challenges refugees and forcibly displaced people
are facing. These discussions and recommendations are relevant to shape the strategic
thinking and actions of refugee-led organizations, network at different levels, and to other
stakeholders who are willing to support the agencies, refugees and forcibly displaced
people in policy and decision-making process. With the detail items mention below in
table of content of this report.

Background
Asia Pacific Summit of Refugees 2021 brought together 220 refugees and forcibly
displaced people from refugee-led initiatives, networks and communities residing in 10
host countries in the Asia Pacific region to discuss and plan for the future work of refugeeled initiatives in which area these RLIs need support to reduce the hardship of refugee
and displaced people lives, also to discuss the involvement of more refugees in high level
official meetings, policy – and decision-making. This was the second summit for refugees
and forcibly displaced people across the Asia Pacific region to come together for sharing
their experiences, building networks and discuss on how to strengthen the work of
refugee-led initiatives at local, regional, and international levels.
The Asia Pacific Summit of Refugees followed on from discussions that took place in
Geneva in June 2018 at the inaugural Global Summit of Refugees (GSOR)1. One of the key
recommendations coming out of this Global Summit was for an “inclusive international
platform for refugee participation and self-representation” to be established, “made up of
a representative network of refugee community organisations, initiatives and changemakers from around the world”.2 In working towards the establishment of a representative
international refugee-led advocacy network, a proposal was developed to hold regional
level discussions. The Asia Pacific region, through APSOR, was the first of these regional level discussions. Both Summits recognise that the inclusion of refugees in policy – and
decision-making is important in acknowledging and facilitating refugee agency and selfdetermination. With personal experience in situations of displacement, refugees are well
placed to offer practical and sustainable solutions. Refugees can be powerful agents of
change, evidenced through their capacity to take charge of building local communities
and filling gaps in services and assistance. These Summits also recognise that a major
challenge in enabling refugee self-representation at an international level is the lack of
opportunities for refugee representatives to come together and work collaboratively on
1
2

See: http://www.networkforrefugeevoices.org/global-summit-of-refugees.html
See: http://www.networkforrefugeevoices.org/uploads/1/0/9/9/109923753/gsor_outcomes_and_policy_paper_final.pdf
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areas of shared concern. This is particularly so in the Asia Pacific region, where many
refugees reside in host countries where they have uncertain legal status, limited access
to resources, and restrictions placed on mobility that mean travelling to international
gatherings is not possible. For these reasons, the Summit trialled connecting people
through video hubs to enable groups to connect from different host countries.

Objectives
The Objectives for the Asia Pacific Summit of Refugees 2021 were to:
1. Facilitate the sharing of experiences and information about what is happening in
refugee-led advocacy in different parts of the Asia Pacific region.
2. Share information with the refugee and forcibly displaced community leaders on
how to use our agency in relation the causes of our displacement in order to
influence change.
3. Plan for future collaboration at a regional level for refugee-led organisations,
networks and advocates based in the Asia Pacific.
4. Refugee Led Engagement in High Level Official Meeting.
5. Mapping existing refugee-Led Initiatives
6. Stakeholders Panel Discussion / Establishing Partnership for Change.

Participation
The Asia Pacific Summit of Refugees 2021 had 332 registered participants from different
countries of Asia region, 220 refugees and forcibly displaced people attended the summit
via digital platform from different countries in the region. There were 9 country hubs and
within each country hub at least 15 to 20 refugees from different communities were
coming together face to face and join the main venue online, there were many individuals’
refugees as well joining the summit via zoom. Please see below figures for more details:
Figure 1. Participants by hub locations
Afghanistan; 32
Other Individuals; 53
Iran; 12
Pakistan; 15

Thailand; 16
India; 26

Hong Kong; 12
New Zealand; 19

Bangladesh; 18
Indonesia; 15

Malaysia; 17
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Figure 2. Participants by country of residence
Country of Residence
Afghanistan
Iran
Pakistan
India
Bangladesh
Malaysia
Indonesia
New Zealand
Hong Kong
Thailand
Other Individuals

No. of Participants
32
12
15
26
18
17
15
19
12
16
53

Organization and Support
The summit was organized by Asia Pacific Network of Refugees (APNOR) with the support
of Asia Pacific Refugee Rights Network (APRRN) and the Refugee Council of Australia
(RCOA).
Funding to cover basic meeting costs in each country hubs, including transportation costs
for participants was provided by APRRN.
The event host: Najeeba Wazefadost – Founder / Executive Director (APNOR)
The event moderator: Adama Kamara – Deputy Chief Executive Officer (RCOA)
The event co-host: Masooma Ramazan – Coordinator (APNOR)
Speakers: Najeeba Wazefadost (APNOR), Doctor Wadu (Thailand), Darius Dario (Hong
Kong), Paul Power (RCOA), David Keegan (HOST International), Tristan Harley (Act for Peace),
Mukhtar Hussain (Indonesia),
Country Hub Facilitators were: Shukrullah Danish (India), Naveed Aien (Indonesia), Isack
Ibrahim (Malaysia), Darius Dario (Hong Kong), Hafsar Tameesuddin (New Zealand), Viyan
Basharati (New Zealand), Hayso Thako (Thailand), Mohammad Shah (Bangladesh)
Mohammad Nowkhim (Bangladesh), Abdul Ghani Mandegar (Afghanistan), Ibrahim Mowhid
(Afghanistan) and Ali Javad Eslamzadeh (Iran).
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Day 1 – Welcome Introduction and Setting the Scene
1.1.

Why we are here and what do we hope to achieve from the Asia Pacific Summit
of Refugees?
Shukrullah Danish member of Steering Committee give a welcoming remark to all
the participants who are meeting face to face and virtually from different countries
and different nationalities in the region, and hoped to have useful discussion,
exchange ideas, and share the experience during this summit from different
countries in the region.
He followed up with the topic that why we are here and what is our expectation from
APSOR-2021, in this summit all the refugee leaders, community leaders,
Organizations leaders who are working with refugees, stakeholders come together
to discuss on similar issues. In every host county where there are refugees there is
need of coordination between refugee communities and official organization. It’s
part of our responsibility to give our time to, give our energy and to utilize different
source of assets to be the people who are organizing refugees and who are
prioritizing the problems and challenges of refugee and share with stakeholders.
That’s why we are here today to discuss on these issues.
The expectation for 3 days of summit refugees and displaced people are sharing
their ideas, concerns, recommendations and experience regarding the refugees’
challenges and problems and to make an agenda on how to change the future.
Recently refugees are having many meetings with the Officials regarding how to
find solutions for the problems of refugees. Topics discussed on APSOR-2021
should be follow up in very transparent manner by lead the organizations and
should be shared with official offices to show the problems refugees are facing in
the region.

1.2.

Introduction of APNOR Steering Committee
APNOR is lead organization which is working on regional level so it’s Steering
committee has members from different countries in the Asia region who are
refugee representatives. These members have been elected for 2 years and after
2 years there will be another voting for steering committee members. Currently Mr.
Isaac who is African refugee based in Malaysia is the chairperson of Steering
Committee.

1.3.

Facilitators from hubs to briefly
introduce themselves and who is in
their hub
Shukrullah Danish introduced the
participants of India hub in which
from different communities the
refugee leaders and representatives
came together face to face to attend
the summit which are from
Afghanistan, Congo, Myanmar, and
Burma.
Face to face meeting of India Hub
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Opening Plenary
Adama Kamara the Deputy CEO of the Refugee Council of Australia introduced herself
and open the speech on the work of APNOR, in short time she has seen the valuable work
APNOR is doing in supporting refugee leadership and advocacy and really demonstrating
what needs to happen, showing the practical ways where refugees should be included in
meaningful way in policy, program development and delivery.
2.1.

Summary of APNOR’s achievements in last two years
Najeeba Wazefadost the current Executive Director of APNOR opened her speech
with giving respect to the past and present elders of the land (Australia) on which
she lives now. She thanked and appreciated Asia Pacific Refugee Rights Network
(APRRN) and Refugee Council of Australia (RCOA) for organizing and supporting to
put this summit together, in addition, she thanks Open Society Foundation for their
ongoing support to APNOR and many other institutions who always support and
help APNOR in this journey. She also thanks other refugees Shukrullah Danish
(India), Isack Ibrahim (Malaysia), Naveed Aien (Indonesia), Darius Dario (Hong Kong),
Hafsar Tameesuddin (New Zealand), Viyan Basharati (New Zealand), Hayso Thako
(Thailand), Mohammad Nowkhim (Bangladesh), Abdul Ghani Mandegar
(Afghanistan), Ibrahim Mowhid (Afghanistan) and Ali Javad Eslamzadeh (Iran), who
work hardly in assuring that refugee engagement is possible in this summit with all
the hardship in some part of region where having access to internet is very difficult.
Also, she thanked and welcome other individual participants which are refugees,
stakeholders, and organizations from other parts of region to be part of this summit.
She provided a quick history about APNOR came into existence, in 2016 UNHCR
held a summit for refugees and migrants in New York, 193 states members
gathered to address the movement of refugees and migrants, the summit was
really about refugees but what was quite surprising that on the panels, in the
plenary and at the press conference refugees were not present, the absent of
refugees were really felt accurately. The feeling is what really drove me and few
other refugees across the globe to create a Global Refugee-led Network (GRN),
since the establishment of GRN the creation of APNOR became much more
important, we realized that any kind of advocacy we need to do at global level we
need to link it to regional and national levels. Back in 2016 people asking us why
the refugee participation is so important, can you prove that engagement of
refugees can make things better, policies better it can make programs better. So,
to that I always said if where you lived, where you worked and where you go to
school was determined for you without consulting you, that will lead really to
efficiencies and stakes, solutions that don’t meet your needs and experience, so
when refugees are meaningful included, we can see results and we can then have
meaningful contributions.
The first Asia Pacific Summit of Refugees which held on 22nd of October 2018 in
Bangkok, Thailand. Which was supported by APRRN and RCOA, they have been
supportive from the start with the refugee leadership and participation. In the first
summit 104 refugee representative came together across Asia region from 10 host
countries and from different refugee-led organizations. For this summit 300 people
registered and more then 200 refugees are being present online in current summit.
This shows a huge interest of participation from previous APSOR till now. In this
summit we do want to plan for greater refugee participations in programs and
policies and in decision making, we want to make sure that this is an opportunity
for refugee leaders from across Asia Pacific region not only to share their
experiences but to discuss how to strengthen their self-presentation not only in
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national and regional levels but also to have very strong place at international
decision-making policies tables. Najeeba encourage all the participants to have
very active conversation in the workshops for 3 days of summit.
For the APNOR the persuade of meaningful refugee participation is really the
foundation peeler of the principle of our work, so far APNOR has tried of promoting
genuine refugee inclusion, APNOR is refugee lead and seek to transform the aid in
particular way by bringing more donor support to funding refugee-led
organizations in the region and providing capacity strengthening support as
requested by refugees, APNOR knows that refugee-led initiatives are impactful
because we work with them and RLOs brought solutions needs to be identified
within those communities. Refugees and displaced people know what really works
for them and what is best for them so “nothing about us without us” this is exactly
what we mean.
In the past 2 years APNOR has achieved so much, some of them are there was not
any registered network where refugee-led initiatives or organizations in the region
where refugees could join as part of the network, so APNOR was able to get
registered as a non-for-profit organization and currently its office is based in
Australia, APNOR aim is to establish other offices in the region along the way.
APNOR is led by Steering Committee of 10 people and by coordination team of 5
people for now. APNOR is a membership organization and currently APNOR has
around 70 membership of refugee-led initiatives and almost 200 individual
refugees from the Asia Pacific region. In the first year APNOR empathized its
activities on consultation and conducted a series of country consultations across
the Asia region to make sure that priorities are being instructed by the refugee
themselves through these consultation APNOR was able to establish a document
called Agenda for Change which will be launch in 3rd day of this Summit. The
Agenda for Change is the document which shape the strategies of APNOR for the
next few years to make sure that our work, our strategies are directed by the
communities itself, this document instruct and direct the work, activities, and

Virtual meeting of the Asia Pacific Summit of Refugees 2021
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programs of APNOR in the long run. APNOR was also able to work under
emergencies situation, it was supported by the wide range of volunteer efforts
currently there are 50 volunteers from office and technical support in the region.
APNOR was trying to provide emergency support to Afghanistan crises, relief
support on the ground in Thai-Burma border and in Iran. APNOR is also the
backbone support of a new initiative the “Refugee Leadership Alliance” it’s a new
cross sector initiative that brings together a range of donors and stakeholders to
really increase funding opportunities, influencing donors for refugee-led initiatives
in the region to receive direct funding for their work. APNOR was also able to put
together few campaigns of advocacy for education ensuring that the voices of
refugees are amplified also we partnered with Act for Peace organization for doing
research on refugee participation to come into better understanding how RLOs are
working across the region.
APNOR progress has yet to be formalized in the international refugee response
system, however APNOR has produced and refine another important achievement
during the global refugee forum and that’s refugee participation pledge. During the
first global refugee forum through the pledge, we were able to open more doors
for an ambitious long-lasting change to the norm. The pledge is very unified
multistakeholder call for inclusive refugee policy making from more sustainable
approach and ultimately for better world, it gives us a lot of hope that stakeholders
who had joined the refugee participation like the Canadian Government,
Netherland, Australian, Denmark and many other institutions will support in next
few years around the implementation of this pledge.
With the closing remarks, Najeeba encourage everyone to use this summit to share
their views, share suggestions, share feedbacks, share ideas and issues. Because
this is the space where we want to hear from you. And for those who are joining
breakout rooms in the workshops please use that as opportunity to speak loudly
enough to talk about everything which is important in refugee response. Also, she
encourages all the stakeholders to join the other 2 days of summit reports from the
workshops and hear from refugees itself to know what is happening in the
workshops.
2.2.

How to use our agency in relation to the causes of our displacement to
influence change?
Dr. Soul Wadu is originally from Myanmar and speaks from my lake refugee camp
in Thailand (Head of my lake refugee camp, advisory board, and the chair of
commission committee). Dr. Wadu open his speech by remaking “I am a chair
leader for freedom and justice for all refugees” he speaks mostly related to the
context of Thai Myanmar border. He explained briefly about the refugees and
asylum seekers who they and why they seek asylum for safety and freedom. The
refugees and asylum seekers from Myanmar flew the country from the
persecution Myanmar military and current refugees continues to remain in the
mountains of northern Thailand in 12 refugees. These refugees are denied access
to healthcare, employment, recognized patient status, voting and legal status in
any form of property rights and many more, so leaving the camps for other
countries refugees might face deportation as they are considered illegal migrants,
returning to home country is quite challenging and dangerous as the Burma and
Myanmar military camps area begin to look more dangerous, recently there are a
lot of human legs blasted by the land mines. The refugees become stateless
because Thailand did not sign the 1951 UN convention and under the Thai law plus
130,000 refugees on border are prohibited from traveling outside the camps and
cannot legally take jobs.
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There is no registration of resettlement from UNHCR for third countries also not
possible because of the failed state some people who went back to Myanmar they
got U turned they came back to Thailand with no ID with no verification process
the risk being deported or thrown into prison. People are being stateless because
of the ID card or the nationality, He briefly talked about who are stateless people,
today millions of people around the world are denied nationalities and become
stateless, so thanks to 2024 UN resolution to end statelessness, stateless people
in Thai Myanmar border are hoping for good change in future. He believes the
refugee summit like this will bring a lot of changes.
Dr. Wadu talked about in Thailand migrants should have rights to work according
to standard labor law, he mentioned the issues which needs to be implement
according to standard labor law for migrant workers. In Thailand there are a lot of
refugee learning centers the schools must be recognized, because when children
get graduated their educations are not recognized or accepted in third countries.
Dr. Wadu share some points on how to influence change for refugees in Thailand.
1. APNOR and the international communities do petition to the Royal Government
of Thailand to ensure the safety and security of refugees and asylum seekers
within its borders by signing the 1951 UN refugee convention. I understand it’s
difficult issue, but we must do it for the sake of refugees and in hope of better
future.
2. An immediate security improvement inside and around the refugee camps.
3. To consider the general conditions of the camps as to day to access refugees
should have easiest and safest access to basic needs such as sanitary,
infrastructure, education, and medical facilities to avoid unnecessary
movements.
4. We pledge humanitarian aids such as food, medical aid, education aid etc. to
remain constant, currently the people in the camps are psychologically
traumatized by cutting of aids, daily rations, and basic supplies.
5. To find permanent durable solutions for refugees giving priority to the most
vulnerable individuals namely women and children, UNHCR including our
agency APNOR, international communities, NGOs, foreign embassies, and
diplomatic representatives around the world specially in Thailand and
Myanmar to encourage our representative countries to provide immediate
protection for refugees from Myanmar who are in limbo.
6. Education should be treated as needs of empowerment for the people and
should be treated as a priority to be actively pursue, thus refugee education
should be recognized by both host country and home country.
7. Refugee should be treated humanly during the global COVID-19 pandemic.
8. Thailand is the home to one of largest state population in the world. To make a
difference we must work together on each of the four areas of our work on
statelessness, identification, prevention, reduction, and protection.
2.3.

Refugee Led Engagement in High Level Official Meeting
Darius is originally from Togo and a refugee activist in Hong Kong, in the recent
years the refugee self-representation, participation and leadership has been the
whole new developments as voices from different corners of the world resume
and demand for more meaning for participation of refugees in all platforms that
dealt with the refugee matters. So, the question has then shifted whether Refugees
can or should participate, so how refugees can participate in creating the solution
for matters that concern them, among those voices we can find refugees, local
NGOs, International NGOs, UNHCR and many other stakeholders coming together
in support of refugee-led engagements at all tables. The efforts from various
stakeholders have paid well from the very first Global Refugee Forum which took
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place in December 2019 in Geneva, this global refugee forum opened space for
more meaningful refugee engagements where the Asia Pacific Network of
Refugees and the Global Refugee-Led Network have been able to contribute,
make suggestions and recommendations to the refugee participation pledge. This
has been the key achievement for the Asia Pacific Network of Refugees and the
Global Refugee-Led Network.
He encourage the refugees in continue the engagement in key decision making
tables at global levels, for refugee-led engagement to happen in meaningful and
sustainable way, we should always ensure to invite refugee to join our delegations
ensuring equal participation of men and women, support refugee-led initiatives
financially including women led initiatives, ensure that refugees are always in your
panels, its about to giving space to refugees to fully participate and voice out
opinions freely, it is also to ensure that we think of diversity of the refugee
experiences specially when it comes to age, gender, disabilities and all other type
of diversity. Refugees are the experts for their problems and hance their presence
at decision making table is important to make effective solutions. If we want to see
impact and change in refugee response sector, they need to be placed at the core
of every decision made about them, otherwise we will continues seeing
displacement and number of refugees will keep raising.
The second Asia Pacific Summit of Refugees organized by refugees for refugees,
the summit is happening in perfect time where the High-Level official meeting is
going to happen in December this year. APNOR is the part of UNHCR refugee
advisory group and have been supporting UNHCR to draft their refugee statement
for High-Level Official Meeting, so we would like to see the same level of
engagement by refugee leaders in all the High-Level Official meetings, as we did
for the Global Refugee Forum, where myself together with other refugees from
various countries have been involved in their last preparatory meeting in Geneva.
The High-Level Official meeting is another opportunity for stakeholders to reflect
on how inclusive they are to refugees and how they can on work toward more
enabling environment for the whole society approach in which refugees are
consider as equal partners and how the stakeholders can support the engagement
of refugees towards the high-level official meeting. Darius finished his speech by
saying this “Nothing about us without us”
2.4.

The future of aid, Empowering Refugee Led Initiative
Mukhtar is originally from Afghanistan and refugee living in Indonesia, He is Project
Officer of APNOR and Co-Founder of SMART (Skilled Migrant and Refugee
Technicians). He opened his speech by welcoming participants in the summit and
talked the majority refugees and internally displaced people will remain stuck in a
legal state of limbo because of insufficient resettlement places and conflict in
countries of origin. Over 80% of the world’s refugees live in developing countries
with very limited access to resources and legal protections. Whether living in
refugee camps or in urban contexts, refugees have limited agency as result of
dependency on handouts from international institutions and NGOs and limited
legal rights to work, study or move freely in the community. Wherever there are
refugees, there are people within those communities with the knowledge and
motivation to find solutions to the diverse challenges they face. What is unavailable
to these groups are resources, particularly funds. So, the future aid should be, by
directly funding refugee-led organizations and providing resources or capacity
strengthening support as requested by refugees, Refugee Women leaders should
be prioritized, and the development of women’s potential to lead with the AID /
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recourses provided and RLO to RLO fund to put philanthropic power in the hands
of refugee leaders. Most refugees in the Asia Pacific live with few rights, and each
year only 0.4% find permanent protection. We are losing generations of human
potential. Refugees are frontline responders to crisis in their communities. This is
almost always unpaid, and means workers still need to find income; care for their
immediate family and find ways to deal with practical issues like a lack of
registration or language skills. By Investing directly on refugee led works it will
solve those issues and create new untied funding opportunities for RLOs,
minimizes fundraising requirements for RLOs that don’t yet have access to
fundraising resources and contributes to the momentum behind the global
movement to recognize refugee leadership.
The refugees must wait for several years before getting resettled to third country.
Most of the refugees are experiencing lack of financial support for basic
accommodation, food, and health care. Refugees are are deprived from getting
formal education, Rights to work and healthcare, and this has caused several
physical & mental health issues and lack of motivation. Refugees need certain
activities to use their time in a productive way to stay motivated and be able to
survive this phase of their lives. Refugee entrepreneurs are mobilizing in innovative
ways to address the advocacy and practical needs of refugees. They are doing this
with very little resources and often in partnership with locals. An example is seen
in the way that refugees in Jakarta and Bogor, Indonesia, have come together to
commence schools for their children or established social enterprises to provide
handicrafts skills training and sell their products that will be source of hope and
inspiration in their lives and provide basic income. Imagine what would be possible
if they were able to be resourced appropriately.
In the Asia Pacific donors are not widely funding refugee leaders, and refugees are
often left out of decision-making processes. Therefore, APNOR and other
stakeholders have initiated Refugee Leadership Alliance called THE ALLIANCE a
cross-sectoral regional initiative to increase networks, funds, and influence for
refugee leaders in the region. The Alliance was formalized in June 2021 and is
focusing on a range of initiatives and on a resource / capacity strengthening
initiative which will support RLOs to thrive when they do access funds. The
objective is to be ambitious around financial goals for RLO partners, and to model
good practice in the way we fund, and the way we support partners: we support
people to succeed. For the first year, funds will be distributed amongst 8 RLOs in
the Asia Pacific Region. The Alliance will create the conditions for donors, host
communities and development actors to seek out and respect the voice of refugee
leaders and the communities they represent. people who are displaced need to
know there is a future that holds hope for their children. The Alliance goal is to work
to support a regional network of refugee leaders and RLOs and to cheer them on
as they sit at the decision-making tables, where the demands for their voices to be
heard leads to immediate action.
2.5.

Questions and answers from the speakers of Opening Plenary Session
Question from Adama: What it has been like leading a Refugee-Led Organization
in the region and what is the challenges and what are some other things that needs
to happen for APNOR to continue to do its work.
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Najeeba answered: I think one is about leading and one is about supporting, when
we had our first summit, and we want to make sure the key recommendation from
the summit was to establish a refugee-led network which becomes an umbrella
for refugee-led groups in the region. One thing was quite challenging that we
realized most of the refugee-led groups across the region do not have legal status
and that automatically puts them away from certain rights, privileges and the most
important one is to having access to funding, so when you don’t have bank
account, when you are not registered, when you do not have legal status it
becomes quite difficult for you to continue your work. Second issue that we have
realized that refugees have been working as voluntarily for long decades and for
APNOR we really want to put an end to that. Leading an organization where we
want to bring those systemic change has been quite of difficult journey, but
partnership with genuine allies like Refugee Council of Australia, flexible donors
like Planet Wheeler Foundation, Open Society Foundation and we are talking to
other donors who are joining APNOR’s live journey in the future, it makes it a bit
easier for us to manage and lead, within the Asia region if I have to compare the
Asia region context to other region that we working, Asia is sitting in very unique
geographical situation that’s because of most of the refugee led groups are
coming from war and conflict, most of the refugee led group across the region are
not having access to most basic rights, most of the refugee led groups across the
region are not resourced or funded and that goes down to lack of political
willingness in supporting refugee-led initiatives directly, so when there is a lot of
challenges there is also a lot of opportunities, and for APNOR we want to take those
challenges as an opportunities to work with our colleagues on the ground and to
make sure that we are a voice for them, to make sure that we open up enough
space for refugees to come and be recognized for the kind of work they do. As
much as I talk about challenges people were still making a lot of impact before we
still delivering services to COVID disturb was clear testimony where all the
international activism were not able to deliver support on the ground it was really
refugee-led organizations providing immediate support to affected communities,
for me it’s an honour that I have been leading APNOR, I think it makes it much more
stronger because we have strong committed and active colleagues.

Session One: Mapping Existing Refugee-led Initiatives
The session one was available only for refugees, individual participants from various
countries in the Asia region were sent to breakout rooms to discuss about above topics
for one hour, Participants were from Australia, New Zealand, Japan, South Korea, India,
Malaysia, and Indonesia. Country hubs which are meeting face to face had offline
discussion regarding the above topics, which is reported briefly in day 2 of the summit.
3.1.

Introduction of participants and their work, each delegate gets 30- 60 seconds.
Who are you? What are you good at? Why do you do what you do?
This session in the breakout room for individual refugee participants was led by
Masooma Ramazan the Coordinator of APNOR.
Bahman Mehryar an Afghan refugee living in Indonesia introduced himself and
what are his activities, he along with other refugees running a foundation DG Bridge
for funding learning centers, help refugee teachers and create job portal for
refugees to work from home.
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Ali Johar a Rohingya refugee living in India introduced him as he is co-founder of
Rohingya Human Rights Initiative, his organization is defending document and
advocate for the rights of Rohingya refugees particularly in Myanmar, Bangladesh,
and India, mainly look after legal issues.
Suzan Hussaini a Syrian refugee and student of master’s degree studying in Japan
introduced herself and her topic which is complementary pass way admission to
refugees in Japan and she is advocating the rights for education and access to her
university and entire education for refugees. She also supports the participation of
refugees in making policy and advocate the importance of hearing refugees.
Tasmina a Myanmar refugee living in India introduced her as she is the first
Rohingya refugee women pursuing high education in India, she is working on how
refugee women can have access to education in India. She also creates a YouTube
channel for Rohingya refugee children to learn education.
Saw Eh Poe is a Pasture of Korean refugees in South Korea, establishing home
community in South Korea.
Katayoun Mahmoudian an Iranian refugee living in Malaysia talk on behalf of
herself and all the refugee single mom in Malaysia.
3.2.

Brief presentation from the participants about existing refugee-led networks
(how are they organized, what do they do, which refugee-led networks should
we involve in the future).
Ali Johar speaks about refugees should be given opportunities to decide and
speak for themselves in every table, this is main moto of his organization, his
organization created different and groups with refugee communities in Myanmar,
Bangladesh, and India. His organization works on the ground for Rohingya refugees
to advocate and connect young refugees who seeks for advice or help. As per
UNHCR data Rohingya refugees are the largest numbers of refugees in India, he
finds that in India hub there is no representative of Rohingya refugee he requested
from organizer to include Rohingya refugees for future in national level of
meetings, organization also work for finding education opportunities for refugees.
Bahman Mahryar talked about the organization he is working with the organization
is working in Malaysia, Singapore, Vietnam and Indonesia, the organization focus
on Indonesia for refugees is to find online job opportunities for refugees as in
Indonesia refugee don’t have right to work but working from home by working from
refugees don’t have to go through Indonesian government rules and regulations.
The organization fund the learning centers, the refugee teachers by its donors, also
the organization has a platform where refugees teacher teach English online for
children from Southeast Asian countries. But the main goal for refugees in
Indonesia is to get resettle in third country, refugees are waiting more than decade
for resettlement, refugees in Indonesia do not have basic human rights, get formal
education, rights to work, rights to own business and no rights to have anything in
Indonesia, that’s why refugee’s focus is how to get resettle in third country.
Ali Johar talked about all countries in Southeast Asia are denying giving access to
education for refugees. So, this be discussed in high level official meeting where
countries should allow refugees to formal education so refugee can contribute to
the local community or to national cause. When there are no education refugees
become more vulnerable to become trapped in illegal activities as in Bangladesh
camp violence has been increased and refugee got involved in drug related issues.
Refugees are not allow to work so when a child ask for new shirt, or a pregnant
wife for fruit or an old mother ask for more food refugee can not provide that’s why
refugees from Bangladesh camp take dangerous journey to Malaysia or Indonesia
where they can work provide financial support to their family, so it’s not only
persecution that refugee flew but it’s also the host countries laws which create
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refugee lives even more harder. Another issue refugees are not allowed to travel,
so refugee can survive in finding solution for their lives, as refugees are survivals
they know how to survive in very hard situation of lives. All these problems have
solutions, but we are in a place where is no regional political willingness to solve
these issues. As in Europe most of countries accepted 1951 UN convention, they
have adopted refugee law, so all these issues are minimized but in Asia region if
those international laws are not implemented there is a need of much stronger
response like ASEAN need to do much more than just meeting annually and giving
speech, it doesn’t work, they have come up strongly for refugee crises. All these
problems will end in the Asia region with the strong political willingness as well as
activities.
Suzan Hussaini talked about Japan as in Japan there is no clear refugee policy, its
very hard for asylum seekers to gain the status of refugee, if more organization in
the national level participate it will support more refugees to enroll in the country
and refugees will have more chances, stakeholders participation is also important
which can give access to education and job opportunities to refugees which can
advocate refugees and refugees rights to have legal status in the country. She also
addressed the problems of earn livelihood for refugees in Japan where refugees
are not allowed to work due to lack of documentations.
Saw Eh Poe North Korean refugees in South Korea go through a process where
UNHCR & local government provide them shelter for 6 months and teach
language, after that we will be moved to some kind of apartment where the
government pay the rent for about 1 year then refugees must start to work, this
polite program were started in 2015, due to language barriers refugee can’t work
in high positions so most refugees are working in factories and receive normal
wages. In Korea accepting refugees is very new concept for them it’s not like
Europe or America, even media can not release something related to refugees nor
government can not give some speech related to refugees because they are afraid
that people will complain. So, for all these issues and problems we approach local
NGOs where they can connect refugees and local government, in my opinion
South Korean government must develop a lot about the refugee cares specially
on refugee education sector as all the local citizens have good education but
refugees don’t, in Korea the requirement for getting its citizenship is very high e.g.,
we must pass level 5 of Korean language, we must earn 37 million Korean won
where a person can earn maximum only 2 million a month, we refugees in South
Korean thank the government that provide us place to stay, but in other hand if it’s
possible we want them to develop their system.
3.3.

What does increase refugee participation in global refugee policymaking look
like?
Ali Johar said it’s great initiative that refugees find a place where they can discuss
their issues by themselves, as UNHCR is mother organization to protect refugees,
UNHCR can be take in the confidence, whatever we talk about human rights if
there is no political willingness from the actual power holder like politicians and
policy makers, we never going to see any changes. So, we must be able to pursue
all these people who are sitting in power including us and act for us. While refugees
are waiting for resettlement there should be opportunities for development as well
as human live with dignity. As Taliban took over of Afghanistan and in Myanmar
military came into power refugees are increasing day by day, we must find a
durable solution for how to decrease these crises, millions are fleeing from their
home country, not all these refugees will get resettlement so we must focus how
to end the conflict in the home country to give an end to refugee crises that will be
a durable solution.
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Suzan Hussaini addressed that the funding for refugees is going to other sectors
where it’s not focusing on refugees only but do other works as well with those
fundings. At global level policies should be made to coordinate with local NGOs to
find durable solution for refugee crises not only providing aids for day-to-day
problems but find long term solution for refugees.
Bahman Mahryar UNHCR is trying to mute refugees sounds in Indonesia, for very
simple concern if refugees want to communicate with UNHCR, refugees are not
getting any reply UNHCR is making the communication very hard in response to
refugees’ issues. So, in global policymaking the organizations should come up with
the idea to fulfil refugees needs based on country and based on the major
problems refugees are facing, somehow refugee should be recognizing in the
society that they are part of it same as other citizens and must have rights same as
other citizens.

Day 2 – Report back from country hubs about Session One:
Mapping Existing Refugee-led Initiatives
4.1.
Report back from Session one
This session led by Adama Kamara, provided an opportunity for Summit participants to
hear how refugees were organizing and advocating in different countries. Speakers from
different host countries were asked to introduce themselves and their organization, what
they are good at, and the reason of their actions within their organizations.
They also must give brief presentation about existing refugee-led networks, how are they
organized, what do they do, which refugee-led networks should we involve in the future
and What does increase refugee participation in global refugee policymaking look like.
Each group get 5 minutes to deliver their presentation.
1. New Zealand Country hub
Zian, talked about their group and
panel’s passion of giving voice to the
thousands of refugees who feel doesn’t
have voice in NZ. They have been
advocating refugees locally and now
they’re expecting to do the same
nationally. They have organized rallies
in support of refugees and have been
embedded
into
the
refugee
communities since they’re arrived on
New Zealand soil.

New Zealand country hub virtual room

In New Zealand there are maximum of 20 grass root refugee-led organizations which have
the biggest challenge of organization’s leaders who hold their leadership role for decades
with lack of transparencies and clearness in it. The discussion was about these grass root
issues not about systematic changes, that the leaders of the organizations need to have
better qualities and skill sets. leaders need to work more on looking for better
collaborations, not just resources as they are representing the people not only
themselves.
The challenges today are Refugees intake in NZ is 95th in the world. NZ gives up to 1 year
of support to whom looking for resettlement, yet the resettlement strategies discriminate
against anyone who isn’t quoted as refugees. People who seek for asylum are put in prison
as criminals due to incorrect documents on arrival. Stateless people must wait for 5 years
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to get a passport which are too long. There are no complete and clear data that can reflect
the number of refugee general population in NZ and the diversity also should include
LGBT-Q, disability, asylum seekers, stateless people, and environmental refugees. Over
150 years ago immigrants coming to NZ were from England, Scotland, Whales, and
Ireland. And today NZ faces has change as there are over 213 ethnics are living there. So
as a country who is going insignificant rapid change refugees are expecting to hold
position and be the part of this change living experience as well.
For that they need to select better leaders to represent the refugees correctly. Cognizant,
mindful, know how to apply knowledge and perceptions to their work. They need to
future-proof their organizations, build capacity, and create respected leaders, who well
versed in the issues facing the refugees’ communities, well connected with them to guide
them and keep them strong in the process of decision making. Leaders who have well
experience and connection with refugees so people can trust the work of the system.
1. Thailand Country hub

Thailand country hub virtual room

Their refugees-led organizations
based in refugee camps, has work
effectively as they are refugees
themselves with experiences of
dealing with refugees. They have
work to implement and deliver
services, provides capacity building,
awareness and advocates for
equalities and rights, communicate
with
stakeholders
for
the
communities especially for women
and children with the manpower and
experiences they have so far.

“Why we do what we do here is because we care about our community, our women and
children, everyone. We believe that refugees should lead themselves as an equal human
being, live in a protected environment so we want it to be well represented.”
Most of the organizations are led by refugee community who are responsible for
administration work, under structures that are made among themselves with guidelines
and policies to also run the camps by themselves. They recruited their own staffs,
teachers, medics, and nurses with help from NGOs and coordination with CBOs like youth,
women, and ethnic organizations to work on education, health, transportation, or any other
issues.
They are new to connect with global network which they need to work on more as it’s
important to help them work with active women and youth organizations even religious
base organizations. They believe refugees in the communities need to be provided more
with news, updates, issues, events, and new information regarding new policies more
regularly so they can connect more in global level and participate in any kinds of events
that need to be for refugees. All information and updates also need to be available in multi
languages and easily accessed.
2. Iran Country hub
Ali Javad Eslamzade addressed many limitations that they are facing as led-refugees
organization such as policies, boundaries that has stated by the government which make
them can’t work independently. So far Iran has been chosen by most Afghanistan refugees
because its commonalties in Language, religious, and cultures but the Iran government
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holds control of the organizations. They can’t identify and localized legal refugees as the
data has been edited by Iran’s facilitators and representatives.
Iran government and representatives always attend in their organization’s meetings even
sometimes security organizations. It is difficult for refugees to work for themselves and
their own organizations because the hosting country against it. They are not allowed in
decision making of their projects, yet foreign NGOs and donors which are mostly Iranians
can’t fully address the refugee’s real issues and problems correctly on designing their
projects and led to failure at the end. Hosting government also taken half of refugee’s aid
budget which needed more by refugees NGOs to do investigations. Some NGOs also can’t
have their branches open, and members can’t work officially as they are worried on facing
problems.
So, what they need to do?
• Increase the number of participations of refugees in the organizations.
• Prioritize the goal of donors that must be in line with refugee’s organizations.
• Identify short term and long-term goals of refugees and asylum seekers, disability,
orphans, homeless people to provide them with emergencies and alternative
needs of immigrants. Educate them further by adding skills and trainings to help
them earn money and make living by long term.
What does increase refugee participation in global refugee policymaking look like?
At present, unfortunately they don’t see it as satisfactory as refugee’s participation in large
scale decision making is still limited. So, they suggested the following to be considered:
• Strengthen the related-refugees’ organizations by refugees.
• Increase the morale and self-confidence of refugees
• Increase refugees’ managerial skills by more trainings and courses
• Consult with the host country institutions to be employed through their formal
employments.
• Facilitate the relation of refugee representatives and sponsors
• Consolidate refugees-led institutions to form more effective ones.
3. Afghanistan – 1st group hub (Kabul)
Poya Ghaznawi, stated some problems
that they are now facing in their
community.
• They don’t have local refugeesled organization to work and
support refugees however some
NGOs such as WFP, IOM and
UNHCR who have been helping
them with daily needs as in food,
clothes, and shelters. As well
some donors from outside of
Afghanistan who sent them
packaged food and money
Afghanistan country hub from Kabul
directly for the displaced people.
• There are some race, religions, and ethnic discriminations that they found in
employment that make them hard to get a job locally.
• Humanitarian aids are also not distributed transparently. For example, more than 1
million people that most of them are poor live-in west of Kabul, and particularly in
Dashte Barchi, but aids are not distributed according to the population of the
regions.
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After the fall of the government and establishment of the new regime, many
people have been forced to live their homes in Daikundi, Urozgan and in some
districts of Ghazni province. (Malistan and Nahor Districts).
Drought, starvation, and poverty also threaten all the people in Afghanistan
especially in central parts of the country. As the winter approaches, the people in
this region face serious problems.
Attacks of Nomads on agricultural farms of Hazarajat areas is another serious
problem when spring and summer seasons come. Nomads are armed with light
and heavy weapons and occupy the agricultural lands of the people by force. This
issue has not been solved in the last decades.
Hazaras have always been oppressed, tortured, threatened, and killed in the last
three hundred years. Specially, Hazara civil, social, women and human rights
activists, employees of the government particularly the men and women military
employees have been persecuted and threatened. They live with fear and
hesitation in their hideouts in Afghanistan and Pakistan

They thank APNOR for distributed aids as in food and cash to displaced people in some
regions such as Kabul, Mazar, Daikundi, Bamyan, Panjsheer and Malistan (Ghazni).
4. Afghanistan – 2nd group hub (Western Afghanistan)
Ibrahim, to begin, they proposed the
following ideas to strengthen refugee
engagement
in
global
refugee
policymaking.
• Strengthen the network / community
building to address IDPs' key issues.
• A
committee
of
international
organizations can conduct a direct
assessment / evaluation of refugees / IDPs
in which they offer financial assistance to
exert greater influences.
• Prevent large-scale migration in
Afghanistan country hub from Western Afghanistan
countries.
• Capacity building of the people in the
community like a language.
• Collecting the direct reports of refugees through camps.
Secondly, they are summarized the challenges that are now facing by the people in
western Afghanistan:
• Those who are currently residing in the country are in the direst financial straits. To
give an example, a family has sold their young girl for $55 owing to financial
difficulties.
• There is a period of non-occupation. Almost everyone, educated and illiterate alike,
suffer from unemployment and poverty.
• After a government collapses, insecurity has always posed a threat to the majority
of social, national, and religious minorities.
• Winter is welcomed, people who are struggling to live from hand to mouth will
experience the worst situation due to environmental and climate changes.
• Education is another challenge to address as young woman are not allowed to
school anymore. Universities are banned and educational services are closed for
more than 8 months now.
• The one thing that needs to be highlighted is that since the government collapsed,
humanitarian organizations activities that they are doing whole these time in
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western part of Afghanistan are now confined, people not allowed to work for the
organizations anymore by the government and Taliban.
Internal displacement people are experiencing humanitarian disaster as we speak.
They are forced to leave homes and abandoned their properties they owned for
generations and not to mention the lack of health care and services for them,
especially for woman and children.

5. Hong Kong Country Hub
Walton mentioned there are many challenges
faced by refugees & asylum seekers living in
Hong Kong. Some of these are:
• They suffer from financial incapability they do not have rights to work which
eventually means -No right to income to
support themselves.
• They (Refugees & asylum seekers in
Hong Kong) Lack of opportunity to
engage their skills and expertise in a
meaningful way to contribute back to the
community.
• There is Identification document issues
whereby Recognized refugees are NOT
given any proper identification document
that could enable them access to other
facilities and services that requires proper
ID both online and offline. This in itself
Hong Kong country hub
adds to the anxiety and complication in
their already restricted conditions. They do not live with human dignity within the
society that host them.
• Refugee in HK have Limited access to higher education & Holistic empowerment
training especially for youth & Adult this constraint translates to a waste of many
years of their golden age waiting in limbo without adding any values to their
knowledge that improves their wellbeing and opportunity in life.
• For recognized refugees, they are faced with Limited access to employment
opportunity. Immigration office demands them to provide proof of job contract
duly signed before processing the 6months “permission to take up employment”
letter. Job markets requires individual to have Hong Kong Identity cards or proof of
work visa first before being offered job contract. Refugee found themselves tossed
between the Immigration office and the job providers with narrow chance to
access employment unless they find a refugee friendly company or organisation
who are willing to help. In addition to all these struggles, the waiting time to get the
permission from Immigration office takes between 3 to 6months, often only to get
it and find out that the job position is already taken.
• No freedom of movement to recognized refugees and their children. Only to live
with Hong Kong and cannot go anywhere outside Hong Kong even to the nearby
towns around Hong Kong.
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The existing refugee led networks in Hong Kong.
Hong Kong is still on an infant stage of building up an RLO. It may take time to bring
together refugee community from diverse backgrounds to commit to carrying out this
responsibility – However we are working towards that at the moment with the registration
of RePLead HK which is underway.
How are we organized and what we do?
There is a disintegrated groups operating in smaller individual based capacities. However,
RePLead HK is trying to bring all the refugee community in HK together to consolidate
different individual effort into a unified RLO body moving forward.
Which refugee-led networks should APNOR involve in the future?
At the moment it’s still RePLead HK but hopefully in the near future we hope to see more
RL Initiative, and we will communicate their interest of involvement accordingly.
What does increase refugee participation in global refugee policymaking look like?
• From HK refugee perspectives, we think there’s need for a more focused and
systematic study of the current global refugee policy to better understand the
process by which it is formed and implemented, and the impact it actually has on
the well-being of those it claims to help.
• Like other regions, HK local protection environments are conditioned less by
global refugee policy and more by other urban social policies and Rule of laws, this
phenomenon is not an isolated case, other regions within AP also may have the
same complications in urban setting which altogether points to the increased need
to broaden the scope of the very nature and practice of Global Refugee Policy. For
example, we have refugees who have been recognized with UNHCR status and
have been stranded here for many years. In this situation we can see there are
limited impact of global Refugee policy on solutions for such protracted refugee
situations in a particular national context.
• For GRP to be effectively implemented on refugees in urban areas, it requires
engagement with a wide range of national stakeholders and social policies that are
present in urban contexts. Why, because research shows that, more often the most
relevant policies for refugees or that affects refugees are not refugee policies.
• To that end, HK refugees want to see more refugee participation in the GRP making
process, and such increased refugee participation in the Policy Making should be
inspired by a desire to see that GRP accomplish what it claims to do: namely,
enhance protection and solutions for the Refugees.
6. Indonesia Country hub
Naveed, mentioned the outcome of their group discussion:
• Refugees are not allowed to work and study legally in Indonesia, as Indonesia has
not signed the 1951 convention.
• The long period of uncertainty has caused mental illness to the refugees and
there’s no psychological counseling provided as it is a necessary need and cause
them to lose hope about their future in general. Particularly for Afghan refugees,
after the incident of August 15th in Afghanistan, the challenge has been extremely
increased, and it has cause them to get on the street and started demonstration in
different cities of Indonesia.
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Refugees learning organization and Refugees-led organization has been facing
lack of volunteers especially teachers from the community because they believe
that doing volunteer work have affected negatively on their case process as most
of the volunteers have been stuck in Indonesia since 2013, 2012, 2011 concerning
the vulnerability criteria of resettlement prioritized by UNHCR.
They suggested APNOR to bring up this topic in quarter meeting in December in
order to count the refugees volunteer works as the front-line services in order to
encourage more refugees to the volunteer jobs.
UNHCR doesn’t give the Refugees representatives authority in the UNHCR process
especially on the observation of a fair process and understanding about the criteria
of those who are called by UNHCR and passed the RSD and the eligibility for the
resettlement.

Indonesia country hub

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

They believe that the settlement process should be fair and to do that is by refer
the cases based on the arrival date of the refugees to Indonesia, considering some
refugees that arrived in Indonesia in 2017-2018 and they already resettled to third
countries while some have waited in uncertainty since 2011.
They kindly asked APNOR to initiated capacity building program to this initiative
led members and keep advocating for fundraising globally to provide more
opportunities for other refugees.
Refugees and asylum seekers have been devastated as they aren’t able to practice
their professions, and carriers in Indonesia.
Most of community members have been traumatized mentally, particularly since
Covid-19 outbreak time. Unfortunately, there are not enough counselling or
treatments provided by UNHCR and has leads to tragedy committing suicide by
some of refugees.
The difficulties of making money as refugees has not allowed work even online job
and cannot allowed to have bank accounts has led them to difficulties on providing
shelters and food for themselves, so they have to asked and be dependent on their
family members outside Indonesia to send them money which also cannot be a
guaranteed forever.
Freedom of movement for Refugees also has been increased recently in
November 2021 as they cannot use public transportations such as train internally.
They demand on APNOR is to make permanent policies to serve and provide such
kind of opportunities to help and stand with refugees for Asia regions.
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7. Malaysia Country Hub
Naima talked about different communities have different background experiences of
different activities:
• Focus on the capacity building and the empowerment for the refugee women and
children to enhance the enjoyment of their rights
• Language skills for community members.
• Early childhood education
• Advocating for different refugee rights issues.
• Training and counselling for mental wellbeing of the refugee communities.
• Doing referral pathways within local and international NGOs including UNHCR.
• Sports training, Photographing etc.
• Do community- based responses to address relevant issues of the refugee
communities in Malaysia.
Why do we do what we do?
• Refugees are not officially recognized, and they are excluded from different
sectors.
• We liaise with stakeholders like humanitarian sectors to support our communities
to get the humanitarian assistances.
• We do skills-building classes for the refugee communities (e.g., English, Bahasa
Malaysia, Mandarin, computer programming, Photoshop skills, manicuring); also,
children’s programmes (i.e., extra tutoring and reading sessions, arts, and craft
classes. That will make easy for the refugee communities to integrate with host
community.
• With a noticeable lack of proper representation and the exclusiveness for women
participation in leadership and in decision making roles, we refugee leaders seek
to effectively address the challenges and struggles of refugee women and girls in
Malaysia.
How are they organized, which refugee-led networks should we involve in the future?
• In Malaysia there is no legal framework for refugees, we have to create a joint
initiative to address the refugee issue and challenges to advocate in order to get
better opportunities for the refugees.
• All the refugee led organizations or community-based organizations should be
entitled to include for the network, this will ease to find solutions for the problems
faced by refugees mainly women and children to insure no one is left behind.
Therefore, increasing refugee participation in global refugee policymaking
Because of no delegations for refugees participation at the refugee global forum we end
up suffering and suffering because those policy setting members or people of power who
have barely aware of what our needs are By sharing in large as possible as our best
practices and concluded achievements we are struggling a lot within legal platforms and
many other limitations to make differences in our communities lives so that we get trust
in our ability to advocate our rights and challenges as the better bodies to describe the
challenges rather than some other bodies that haven’t been experienced the suffer and
the situations we are going through hence, we would like to recommend them to listen to
us so that we come to an end of solving refugee matters in different way that is effective
and efficiency when they allow us to speak at the refugee global forum.
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8. India Country Hub
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Debra spoke about stated Concerns,
challenges,
and
problems
of
Refugees in India:
•
UNHCR officials and other local
authorities should understand and
feel these problems better. However,
they have never experienced such
problems as refugee.
•
Refugees are not allowed to
work to support their families
financially, so how can they survive
without
regular
income?
And
meanwhile there is no financial
India Country hub group discussion
support from UNHCR.
Refugees do not have access to higher education, so how can they be benefiting
from their childhood education opportunity, their future will be dark, and they may
face lots of challenges in the societies which effect on others’ lives.
Refugees do not have access to health services, so how can they be medicated, if
they become sick in the host countries? And such problems and other challenges,
caused them to suffer from psychological problems.
Refugees’ young generation cannot get marry due to economic problems, lack of
legal document and unknown future. And they are deprived from their marriage
right and cannot form family.
Refugees are not allowed to right to freedom of movement, and they are kept
pending in the third countries for unlimited of time with no fate.

The participants came up with the following ideas and suggestions:
• The identity of refugees should be recognized in the host countries.
• Refugees, as human beings have the same rights as other people have in the
societies.
• Refugees should have access to the quality education from primary to higher
education system, healthcare services and job opportunities as other do.
• Refugees should not be deprived and ignored from their basic and fundamental
rights.
• The closed cases should be reviewed and reopened.
• The RSD process to be speed up and the decision should be made maximum in
two years.
• Stay Visa should be issued based on the refugee cards and should be exempt
from penalty
9. Bangladesh Country Hub
Mohammed, stated refugees’ difficulties:
• Formal
education
for
young
generation
• The relocation to the Basan Char is not
safe for families according to
geographic and from activist that has
come to the location.
• Justice
and
accountability
for
Hungarian people. They asked the
international community to push
further the accountability for the
crimes against humanity and
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genocide against Hungarian people. They hope Rohingya people can go back to
their land safely.
There are more than 1280 people remain in the concentration camp in central
Myanmar who are disabled to make trip without the permission of the government,
they cut the most livelihood, education, and opportunity of the Rohingya.
Due to climate changes on 2nd march, there were people who are missing and hurt.

Session Two: Discussion of common concerns and ideas related to
refugee policy.
This session moderated by Adama Kamara and set up by Najeeba Wazefadost. This 2nd
session is only open to refugees so other summit participants who are not refugees are
asked to leave the summit. Refugee participants are asked to respond and discuss on 5
questions that are divided into 12 rooms of group discussion by Najeeba Wazefadost. The
discussion was going about 1 hour in 30 minutes. The presentation of discussion result is
limited only 10 minutes for every country. The questions are:
1. What are the key issues that refugee communities would like APNOR to be working
on in the next two years?
2. What are the small / big changes that we want to see in refugee policy at the
national, regional, and global level?
3. How can we strengthen the capacity of the refugee-led networks and increase the
partnership with other local, national stakeholders?
4. How to use our agency in relation to the causes of our displacement in order to
influence change?
5. How can we make sure that refugees have an active, effective, and relevant role in
the refugee response at the local, national, international level?

Day 3 – Session Three: Report back from country hubs about:
Discussion of common concerns and ideas related to refugee
policy.
5.1.

Reports back from Breakout rooms / National Hubs

1. New Zealand Country hub

New Zealand virtual hub
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• What are the key issues that refugee
communities would like APNOR to be working
on in the next two years?
o We must create strong relationships with the
people of New Zealand, before getting to the
global stage to address refugee issues.
o There are missing gaps; for instance, who can
speak on behave of Afghan families that stuck in
Afghanistan? Who to consult or go to when the
refugees check their status or resettlement
eligibility?
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o
o

o

Refugee community advocacy groups are not in the international stage yet, there
is high need for New Zealand to be visible internationally.
APNOR should engage the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
globally to provide the refugees with meaningful social Services such as
education, medical care, and housing. Initiate programs for vulnerable groups such
women, children, the disabled and the elderly and provide safety and food
security.
Set up international very diverse advisory groups, no community should be left out.
These advisory groups must have goals to reach, and advocate on system change
internationally. The goals must relate to the issues affecting refugees and former
refugees. In their advocacy, they should address one issue at a time, solve it before
taking on the next issue.

•

This question goes back to APNOR to answer. What is the APNOR policy in countries
that are not signatory to the UN convention? These refugee hosting countries abuse
refugees, how can they be held accountable?
o APNOR capacity is not visible in New Zealand compared to the other countries.
How can APNOR be visible in New Zealand? There is need for emergency
response policies.
o How do we get the right leaders to represent refugee-led communities internally?
Refugees must speak in one, former refugees in New Zealand should speak in one
before getting to international stage, we must look beyond domestic issues.

•

What are the small / big changes that we want to see in refugee policy at the national,
regional, and global level?
Small challenges:
o Social inclusion is the key, nothing about us without us. Former refugees must
participate and be part of the decision-making process
o Former refugees should dialogue and participate in policy making
o We need refugees at the government departments, this is more than participation.
o Government must consult refugees when designing policies and making decisions.
Big challenges:
o Refugee led organisations to partner with APNOR for national and international
advocacy.
o Strong relationship building, collaboration and partnerships among the refugee
communities internationally.

•

How can we strengthen the capacity of the refugee-led networks and increase the
partnership with other local, national stakeholders?
o Promote capacity building for community leaders, provide supporting
mechanisms for refugee community leaders.
o Refugee led networks to partner with government agencies such as Ministry of
Ethnic Communities.
o A refugee advisory group to advocate on different policies affecting the refugee.
Population, address employment, education, and healthcare support.
o Refugee led networks to collaborate with government agencies to increase the
capacity of refugee networks.
o Meaningful participation to engage the government, need for specific changes in
the refugee sector.
o New Zealand refugee sector must share resources and expertise in collaboration
with existing refugee led networks (domestic and regional –this is in line with
solidarity approach).
o Strengthening relationships with the local iwi and tangata whenua, the people of
the land.
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•

How to use our agency in relation to the causes of our displacement in order to
influence change?
o Strongly take climate change to the global stage, acknowledge climate change
refugees.
o Advocate on international recognition of climate change refugees
o Adopt green policies for carbon reduction in all organisations led by refugees,
refugee communities should be educated on climate change and be part of saving
the planet.
o Refugee-led organisations should fundraise internally displaced people (IDPs) and
refugees. The money raised can change the refugees’ lives, though money is small,
it can even help them set up small businesses to make a living.
o Change the narrative on what the “forced displacement” means the refugees must
define themselves, not to be defined by expertise who have never experienced
the hardship journey.

•

How can we make sure that refugees have an active, effective, and relevant role in the
refugee response at the local, national, international level?
o Socially include former refugee communities in NGOs and public sector, they must
be visible, not just a matter of ticking boxes.
o Continuous support and educate refugee communities so they become informed,
active, and effective communities.

2. Thailand Country hub
• What are the key issues that refugee
communities would like APNOR to be
working on in the next two years?
o Recognition of refugee’s leadership
and participations in decision making
process.
o Advocate refugees to international
donors for providing direct funds to
refugees-led
organizations
and
initiative in incredible manner.
o As for refugees in Thailand, they hope
APNOR can helps them to advocate
them to Thai government to give
Thailand hub
refugee identification card so that they
can travel around, work and access basic social services including health,
education, etc.
o Advocates refugee to access legal work or job with fair and reasonable wages
according to the country law without discrimination.
o Advocates to recognition of former basic and high educations run by the refugee
community
o Advocates to get support from humanitarian international and national
organizations donors for refugees to collaborate with refugees in matters of
politics, social and economic.
o Advocates to the Thai government to protect the asylum seeker politically.
•

What are the small / big changes that we want to see in refugee policy at the national,
regional, and global level?
o A fair policy for refugees and asylum seeker to treated fairly by law, have legal
documents, not exploited, and have access to basic social, economy, and political
rights.
o Advocates to refugees’ stakeholders especially UNHCR to have full mandates to
provides services needed by refugees.
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For Thai government to provide scholarship and seats in colleges for youth and
young people to get higher education in Thailand.
For APNOR to set a scholarship program for refugee and more direct funding to
refugee-led organizations and refugee-led initiative.
To advocate to different countries including the host governments to reopen
resettlement program
To advocate refugee who is born in Thailand to be entitled to citizenship in Thailand
as it’s described in national law.
Any refugee stakeholders should uphold transparency and accountability by
consulting with refugee communities before making decisions.

•

How can we strengthen the capacity of the refugee-led networks and increase the
partnership with other local, national stakeholders?
o There should be a regular platform to communicates, advocates, and provides
updated information
o All updated information should be used in local and commonly understandable
languages by refugee as also in mother tongue languages or local common
languages.
o To provides technical and financial supports to refugee-led organizations to
strengthen their capacity including management, service, delivery, and
networking.
o Refugee representations should be inclusive based on gender, age, physical
disability, education, and social status.
o There should be policy in place to provide safety and security for the refugee.

•

How to use our agency in relation to the causes of our displacement in order to
influence change?
o Refugee should be incorporated in all decision-making process.
o Develop key advocacy based on the challenges faced by refugee communities.
o Create more platform for refugee to represent themselves based on their related
issues.

•

How can we make sure that refugees have an active, effective, and relevant role in the
refugee response at the local, national, international level?
o Identify refugee-led organizations at any different level and assign contact person
with knowledge of them and create communication channels and updated system
based on related issues
o Set up more network such as refugee women, student, and youth.
o Increase capacity and human resources within refugee leadership and also
support refugee advocate for younger generations.
o Provide direct financial support, resources to refugee-led organizations with less
and simplify requirement which are in-line with the local context and situation.
o Provides intra and internet for refugee who lives in camps so that they also
participate in refugee events and other related refugee issues.

3. Afghanistan – 1st group (Kabul)
• What are the key issues that refugee communities would like APNOR to be working
on in the next two years?
o Making easier the legal system for refugee and their admission to their destiny
country.
o The APNOR can discuss with the UN Refugee Agency and relevant government
organizations to make easier the migration process, policies, and formalities.
o APNOR may establish their agencies in vulnerable countries which have most of
the internally displaced people and refugees such Afghanistan, Syria, Sudan etc.
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o

o

Based on the observation and reliable reports, the translators / interpreters and
facilitators are not neutral in refugee camps and have discriminated the refugees
because of their race, ethnicity and believes.
For instance, during the evacuation process in August 2021 in Afghanistan, most
people who were guarding the gates, have cooperated with their own tribes /
family members, and had totally ignored other ethnic minorities such as Hazaras,
Uzbiks and Hindus, and therefore most of the vulnerable groups and qualified
people were left behind. Fanatic behaviour and discriminative actions of the
facilitators and interpreters have been reported in refugee camps in US and
Europe.

•

What are the small / big changes that we want to see in refugee policy at the national,
regional, and global level?
o A particular policy for emergency should be drafted and designed to making sure
that in the time of crisis; vulnerable people are evacuated and protected by
relevant refugee agencies. The UN and other humanitarian organizations should
take lesson from the problems happened in Afghanistan.
o APNOR may also draft a policy and submit it to UN that neighbouring countries
should keep their borders open with crisis-stricken country to making sure that
vulnerable people can easily migrate and cross the borders

•

How can we strengthen the capacity of the refugee-led networks and increase the
partnership with other local, national stakeholders?
o APNOR may discuss with the other refugee-led networks to have more staff on the
ground and in the refugee, camps finding out the refugees’ problem and
challenges, and then discuss it with the relevant organizations and authorities.
o Capacity building programs should be conducted in refugees’ camps to making
sure that the refugee needs, and requirements are met.

•

How to use our agency in relation to the causes of our displacement in order to
influence change?
o APNOR can work international agencies to make safe the war-torn countries, focus
on migration roots and causes and help to prevent the outflow of refugees to the
other countries.
o We all have heard that residents of war-ravaged countries say: “Do not save us but
secure our homelands. The international community should stabilize our countries
to prevent refugee crisis”

•

How can we make sure that refugees have an active, effective, and relevant role in the
refugee response at the local, national, international level?
APNOR and other organizations working for refugees should:
o Conduct aware program for the refugees at camps.
o Explaining the migration laws and the refugee’s legal status.
o Conducting field research in refugee camps such interviews, and focus group
discussions, or online desk research to find out the refugee problems, meet their
needs and eventually empowering them.

4. Iran Country hub
• What are the key issues that refugee communities would like APNOR to be working
on in the next two years?
o APNOR should be the voice of refugees not the voice of government, politicians,
or NGOs.
o Should try to work for changing the attitude of local government towards refugees,
changing the security and political perspective to the humanitarian perspective,
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o
o
o
o

o
o

refugees are not terrorist, refugees are human so the perspective towards refugee
should be humanitarian.
Targeting aid of international organizations specially based in Iran, carry out
projects carefully by reducing additional costs and saving budgets allocated to
refugees.
To reuse the capacity of refugees to provide capacity building trainings for
themselves
International organizations should have large numbers of volunteer to identify the
needs of refugees, these volunteers can be from refugee communities itself.
Consultation and legalization of the institutions established by refugees in Iran
most of them in Iran don’t have legal documents
Consultation on conducting comprehensive and complete analysis for the number
of legal and illegal refugees in Iran, there should be no difference between legal
and illegal refugees in providing assistance, there is more than 3 million refugees
in Iran 70% of them are illegal not registered. All the international NGOs assistance
come to legal refugees only who are registered.
Help to reduce the costs of living for refugees because in Iran recent refugees are
seen as tourists not as refugees.
Most important challenges and problems of refugees in Iran are as below:
▪ Substant issues are the most important concern and problems of refugees
such as inflection and sanctions against Iran and provide basic needs such as
food, shelters, and emergency medical assistance.
▪ The empowerment of refugees through refugees themselves to create
empowerment and substants livelihoods.
▪ Assistance to legal stays of refugees and the extension of the refugees’
documents.
▪ Problems about health and insurance.
▪ Child education.
▪ Improving the social and psychological state of refugees through increasing
awareness in the field of citizenship rights.

5. Hong Kong Country hub

o

•
The Key issues that refugee community
in Hong Kong would like APNOR to be working
on in the next two years are.
o
Empowering
local
refugee
led
community initiatives through meaningful
connections to international support networks,
educational institutions and international
organisations
providing
support
and
opportunity for alternative pathways for
protracted refugees to find durable solutions.
Providing such connections will help boost the
Hong Kong hub
impact of refugee led organisation offering an
opportunity for more participations and involvement of refugees in handling affairs
that concerns them.
We would like APNOR to provide empowerment training to refugee led
organisation selected leaders and community leaders and local NGOs to better
understand the values and importance of refugee participations in decision making
and any undertaking that concerns them. This will pave ways for more
collaborative effort at local level which will translate into national and regional
empowerment of refugee’s leadership.
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o

o

Provide support and assistance to local refugee led organization’s project that aim
towards empowering fellow refugees to become self-reliant to contribute
positively to the current society that generously host them.
Specifically for HK situation, the acceptance rate is very low, 0.06% We would like
APNOR through its partners to support to advocate for a higher acceptance rate,
and a fair and faster resettlement process through finding alternative pathways as
other countries are doing.

•

What are the small / big changes that we want to see in refugee policy at the national,
regional, and global level?
o Hong Kong refugees are not fully aware of refugee’s policy at any level, there is a
need for awareness and providing up to date information as to what policy is
affecting their lives here, is it refugee policy or not. Despite that, we want to see
changes and improvement in the refugee policy.
National level
o We want to see meaningful engagement with a wide range of national
stakeholders and social policies that are present in urban context to ensure that
the existing policies are not adversely affecting refugee rights as human being and
see ways to improve or advocates for improvement at a regional or global level.
o Involvement of refugee leaders chosen by refugee themselves to participate in
voicing their concerns at national level and be heard and recognized.
Regional level
o We want to see improvement in refugee policy implementation of refugee policy
that impacts lives of all refugees within Asia Pacific regions in relation to what is
taking place other parts of the world where refugees are being hosted.
Global level
o Currently there are limited impact of global Refugee policy on solutions for
protracted refugee situations both in camps and urban settlement.
o Therefore, however small, or big, there is a need for a more focused and systematic
scrutiny of the current global refugee policy to better understand the process of
its formation and implementation to identify gaps and the impact it has on the wellbeing of refugees worldwide and not just for a particular regions or national
boundary.

•

How can we strengthen the capacity of the refugee-led networks and increase the
partnership with other local, national stakeholders?
o APNOR should provide or through its partners endeavour to provide
empowerment training and policy awareness education to refugee led
organisations, local NGOs, and national stakeholders to ensure better
understanding of best practices and emphasizing the need of refugee
participations and leadership.

•

How to use our agency in relation to the causes of our displacement in order to
influence change?
o Enable Refugees to use their lived experiences to cater solutions to their issues.
This can effectively happen when refugees are given the platform to design and
execute programs / projects with the support of all other stakeholders.
o In most cases we refugees are just the consumers of what has been decided by
the local and international NGOs and other stakeholders. We just take it that way
for now, however, it’s those who suffers who are in a better position to tell best how
painful their experiences are. But to only give opportunity to narrate my stories
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without giving me opportunity to participate in finding solutions together cannot
help, instead it adds to my trauma and sorrow. We would like this narrative to
change. We would like to see all stakeholders and humanitarian actors giving us
rooms to actively contribute towards solutions of own problems together with their
full support and look at us as a threat if we are voicing our concerns.
•

How can we make sure that refugees have an active, effective, and relevant role in the
refugee response at the local, national, international level?
o For those organisation and stakeholders wanting to collaborate with APNOR,
APNOR should encourage them to collaborate through the local refugee led
organisation instead of letting them disregard the existence of the refugee led
organisation that are already working with APNOR.
o Advocate for and start meaningful engagement with a wide range of national and
international stakeholders that are present in urban context to ensure that the
existing policies are not adversely affecting refugee rights as human being and see
ways to improve or advocates for improvement at a regional or global level.

6. Afghanistan – 2nd group (Western Region)
• What are the key issues that refugee
communities would like APNOR to be
working on in the next two years?
Participants
were
discussing
major
concerns that could be presented to the
APNOR team to work on during the next two
years.
o As a non-profit org, APNOR can assist
in the evacuation of persons who are in
grave danger and have not yet been
evacuated. If not, they can fight for a
Afghanistan Western Region hub
shorter processing time and provide
some humanitarian visa counselling.
o We do expect APNOR team to work on emergency help and support for the poor
people who are currently living under the poverty line. It should be demonstrated
directly to the people in the community since it shouldn’t be squandered.
o APNOR members can Lobby for legal ways to migrate, educate, and work abroad.
o Since most of migrants have encountered to some serious problems with
indigenous people in a country, we can work on xenophiles in international level.
o Lobbying on providing travel documents for refugees’ representative on
international summits to share the concerns and problems as they have
experienced during the migration.
o Creating strong media team in Afghanistan to look for the validated news for
APNOR.
o APNOR team and their facilitators can initiate fund raising program for their
activities in countries like Afghanistan.
•

What are the small / big changes that we want to see in refugee policy at the national,
regional, and global level?
Participants had clear picture of their expectation of the refugee policy as they have been
highlighted as below:
o Refugees have been in camps for long time somehow more 7 years, For example.
We expect to see shorten process of the refugee’s acceptation or rejection.
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o

o

o

The current situation of Afghanistan requires to expect about the emergency’s aid.
It should be demonstrated through the clarified process. Many of the humanitarian
aids were under the control of the Taliban and they were really lost in an uncertain
approach that no poor families have gained those aids.
If the international organization or APNOR is supposed to help Afghan people, it
should be somehow on-time since we are encountering to the winter and the
family do need them.
Refugee policies through the different countries should be flexible.

•

How can we strengthen the capacity of the refugee-led networks and increase the
partnership with other local, national stakeholders?
APNOR can increase their partnership and empower the refugee-led networks by
initiating the following issues:
o Establishing concrete network-led with specific address at local level and update
them about APNOR activities and programs. It can help people to use the services,
offered by APNOR’s team directly.
o The local team of APNOR can be supported financially and technically.
o Providing capacity building through the trainings for the members of the APNOR/
All hubs should meet each other.

•

How to use our agency in relation to the causes of our displacement in order to
influence change?
o Using refugee / IDPs potential through the network led. There are many men and
women among the refugees / IDPs that have developed remarkable skills.
o We do want APNOR team in high level to establish an agency here, Western
Region of Afghanistan. We have the potential to represent your activities in our
country for the internal displacement people (IDPs).
o The Internal affairs / policy of the agencies should be planned according to the
situation.

•

How can we make sure that refugees have an active, effective, and relevant role in the
refugee response at the local, national, international level?
o Being kept in touch directly to the community people through the agencies at the
local level.
o Awareness of the people in the community should be increased.
o Annual reports and investigative reports should be part of the APNOR’s team to
evaluate.
o APNOR team can collect and share the refugees’ documentation about their
achievement in the host country.

7. Indonesia Country hub
• Indonesia hub shared the concerns base on the refugee situations currently on going
in the host country. the hub shared the following actions that APNOR can do:
o The participants suggested to have more often meetings of APNOR and hubs to
have more actions on the ground by APNOR or by hubs.
o Updating the hubs regarding the result of APSOR that participants has discussed
the issues, so we can follow if action is required, or we can assist APNOR to reach
or to get closer to the goals.
o We expect APNOR to support refugee women in Indonesia to have an association
to let them gather together, to help and assist each other, we know many families
and women who are living alone they and do not have men in their family, so they
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can take action for themselves independently,
therefore our 4 refugee women participants of
our current meeting suggested for Najeeba to
have zoom meeting with refugee women
activists in Indonesia in the coming future.

o

o

o

o

• What we want from UNHCR Indonesia and
how APNOR can help us to find solution for
refugees based in Indonesia.
o Refugees in Indonesia does not have their
fundamental rights, like no right to work, no right
to education, no right to have driving license, no
Indonesia hub
right to have bank account, no right to have even
a sim card for telecommunication, recently under the UNHCR ID card refugees are
not allowed to use public transportation like to train, the refugees could survive
under this situation from 8 to 10 years. We want APNOR to raise this voice and we
are sure that APNOR has the possibility to follow with UNHCR Bangkok and Jakarta
and ask UNHCR Jakarta to discuss with Indonesian government to at least
decrease the restrictions for refugees.
Due to COVID-19 pandemic the refugees have lost the small amount of loan which
was being support by their friends and family from overseas, also since Taliban
took over Afghanistan the refugee lost the financial support from their families or
relatives which was coming from Afghanistan. Therefore, refugees started to
demonstrate and sleep on the streets in front of UNHCR office and other site
organizations, but no one hear the poor, and no one consider their pain.
We are glad that APNOR representative are participating in the coming annual
meeting of UNHCR in Geneva, please pass our regards to the concern position
holders there and ask them for a solution, we could survive under this tight and
tough situation for decade, we want you as the United Nations responsible
authorities to suggest a durable solution for refugees in Indonesia. Volunteer
repatriation and local integration both of them are off at the moment, so
considering the condition in Afghanistan, Iraq, Somali and so on there is no option
for voluntary repatriation, most of the refugees would be more then happy to have
the chance for local integration to live in Indonesia like its citizens. The third option
is resettlement, but we do not insist on any of them so the authorities in High Level
Official meeting may suggest a solution for us after 10 long years.
Please tell 1951 signatory countries, respected delegates there, why they do not
accept refugees from Indonesia while 100% of Afghan refugees specially the
Hazara refugees in Indonesia meet the 5 criteria which is mentioned in 1951
convention refugee law.
We want APNOR to shape a zoom meeting with the APSOR participants and other
refugees after their participation in high level official meetings, so we can hear back
what has been discussed in the high-level official meetings.

8. Malaysia Country hub
• What are the key issues that refugee communities would like APNOR to be working
on in the next two years?
o To meet the expectations with the current challenges specially after the pandemic
it is even more complicated so we need to organize ourselves as connected teams
working in multiple levels at the same time locally in the hosting countries liaising
with UNHCR and other INGOs and local governments human rights commissions,
local NGOs while other teams to advocate with international levels and regional
bodies to work with the media and broadcasting partners to highlight the efforts of
the teams while we don't have to forget to enhance the capacities and empower
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o

o

o

o

o

o
o

•

more activist among the refugees
communities themselves so we can
secure the backups always there are
active and effective participations and
representations.
We need to see APNOR lobby with
government to advocate to sign at
least work right for the refugees in
Malaysia.
The locals or outsiders do not aware of
what is happening on the ground in our
Malaysia Hub
refugee communities we need find
ways people to discover those challenges.
Since Malaysia has a seat in the UN Human Rights Council, it is essential to
strategize and closely work together on how to have a legal framework to lift the
rights for the refugees.
It is crucial to allow the right to work and should be prioritized before other rights
for refugees will be able to finance their determinants of health, housing,
education, and such.
APNOR might be able to assist us for a setting up platform for only refugee
stakeholders to unite in meetings and work for the cause of the refugees for we
are fed up with NGOs using our data’s our names and information and getting
advantage of our needs and receive funds using our names and stories, however
we never see any fund go through our communities, we need them to recognise
our value and to stop micromanaging us.
A media channels that can post the real picture of refugees’ displacement
trajectory stories that as some locals may barely distinguish between migrants
from refugees, we need the host community is able to able to define who refugees
are and how we can contribute to the economy of their country as we hardly
receive any living assistant or grants neither from the Malaysian government nor
from UNHCR.
We need to also get your hand in supporting us the recognitions Refugee- led
organizations and CBOs registration and license
Some of us had a talk with the PMs in the Malaysian parliament and they told us
Malaysia don’t want to sign the refugee rights and that they won’t stop the raid to
arrest asylum, seekers because we need to remind refugees this is only a transit
country, and we need them ask UNHCR to bush their cases to third countries.

What are the small / big changes that we want to see in refugee policy at the national,
regional, and global level?
o The Great Achievement we are targeting to improve the Legal platforms by
encouraging the hosting countries to sign the 1951 convention and 1967 protocols
because they are the backbone of all the refugees matters and related issues
o We suggest having a seat at the refugee global forum and in refugee policy
making to vote for a group of refugees educated personnel speaking for the
refugee situation not only the needs and the suffer they go through but also the
resilience on how they lived their displacement stories and the horrible journey and
that they can be able to contribute the host community.
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o

We have educated people holding masters or PHDs and bachelors who have the
knowledge and the capacity to work for instance so if APNOR offer us some
professional trainings on how to work with the UN and the INGOs which we think
you can assist this way to reduce the unemployment rate of the uneducated
members in the refugee communities.
Accountability as some of the NGOs come and visit our centres when they hear us
suffering, they will offer the opportunity to fund raise for us however we don’t know
who donated what and they never show us the photos of our members we don’t
even know what they using in a later date and transparency because we have
culture diversity researchers or service providers to respect the culture and the
norms and the core values of our communities.
Offer us some projects that refugee themselves manage so we can have members
willing to serve better for the other community members this will also help the
increase in the leaders who volunteer for their community centres.

•

How can we strengthen the capacity of the refugee-led networks and increase the
partnership with other local, national stakeholders?
o Creating a network and communication between refugee representatives in order
to exchange experiences in managing centres and leading refugee communities.
o We have to work collectively to address the issues that we are facing and share
our achievements in large spaces as possible as to show our best practices and
concluded the achievements although we are struggling a lot with the legal
platforms and many other limitations but still, we are trying our best to serve our
communities and made a difference in our community’s lives.
o We believe exploitation starts at the UNHCR itself as most of us do interpretation
for them, also we do record information hub, stories of children and many more
activities, however UNHCR never pays us, they know refugees lack the
employment rights and they don’t even assist in the rental payment for our
refugee-led CBO centres, which is why some NGOs want to exploit us, sometimes
using our venue and never wanting to pay what is worthy for the work we do for
them. When UNHCR recognise our value then only we believe NGOs will.
o Locally and internationally NGO should accept partnering the Refugee–Led
organizations and CBOs.
o We will need to Access to Ethical rights and have a voice in ethical the board of
the committee of ethics and rights.

•

How to use our agency in relation to the causes of our displacement in order to
influence change?
o To keep work with the system and try to register the agency branches in all the
participants and hosting countries and assure that all parties are involved, and
nobody left behind including the local authorities of transitional camps so we can
involve them to contribute to all the possible areas.
o Posting our positive stories and about our journey how they lived before they arrive
in the country of asylum this shows their integration to the local society and gives
the courage for the rest of the community members to show the more the diversity
the stronger.
o Having a pledge with INGOs where refugees to meet so every refugee can speak
about their education and work experiences as most of the NGOs do not aware of
recognize our level of education.
o Providing an awareness campaign to show refugees are not problem makers and
they are human like everyone else.
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•

How can we make sure that refugees have an active, effective, and relevant role in the
refugee response at the local, national, international level?
o By Enhancing the capacities and empower more activities among the refugees’
communities themselves and do an awareness workshop to explain the necessary
role of everyone in making a difference in their lives and other refugee’s too
without underestimating those roles.
o We need to build the capacity for the refugees in the national local and
international level.
o We need to have legal aid platforms for the refugees for there is capacity limitation
on who to speak to when refugee in need of legal advice we need APNOR to assist
this term.
o Refugees to get experience in receiving education opportunities Integration
projects with refugees and host communities.

9. Bangladesh Country hub

•
•

•

•
Due to lack of protection and restriction
at the moment we have lost our education for
the last 4 years, it’s a big lose for us as you
know today’s learners are tomorrow’s
leaders, if we see about safety and the
security of Rohingya people in Bangladesh
camps we do not see any safety and security
in the camps, as UN Agencies and Human
Rights organizations are already working but
we are still not able to raise a single voice for
our rights and justice.
•
As you all know 25 August is one of the
genocide remembrance day after fleeing in
Bangladesh hub
Bangladesh camp we were able to do the
gathering only for 2 years in 2018 & 2019 we did a big demonstration to show the world
that we are Rohingya refugee, we want to go back home and we have rights too, we
are also human being and treat us as human being but since 2020 & 2021 we were not
able to do demonstration due to tight restriction.
We have been prohibited to seek asylum as individual or political, the Rohingya people
who are still in Myanmar they are not protected every day the number of genocides is
getting higher, in past 4 years almost 300 people got killed.
We would like APNOR to address something for every human being to survive, to work
on development of Rohingya refugee in providing skill training and education
opportunity, as there are so many refugees who died on the sea in search of livelihood
going to Malaysia.
Every Rohingya refugee want to return home, but the UN agencies are not including
us in decision making tables, it’s very important to include us in decision making.

10. India country hub
• What are the small / big changes that we want to see in refugee policy at the national,
regional, and global level?
o At the national level the policy should be changed regarding refugee’s situation,
having access to education, having access to health services, having access to job
facilities and refugees must have access to visa because in India refugees suppose
to have visa when they are getting refugee cards.
o We want from UNHCR and local government that refugee must have access to
public services as other citizens.
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•

How can we strengthen the capacity
of the refugee-led networks and
increase the partnership with other
local, national stakeholders?
o We are able to do something
when we have good collaboration
and coordination at the national
level and also international level,
we are gathering here in New
Delhi from different nationalities,
whenever we are together, we will
India hub
have good collaboration and
coordination between us it means that we are strong, and we can stand against
injustice either it’s UNHCR or host country. The same thing goes for regional and
international levels we should have a team from different countries and these team
can collaboration and coordination between them to reach on solutions for the
issues. We should have our regular meetings between the team.

•

How can we make sure that refugees have an active, effective, and relevant role in the
refugee response at the local, national, international level?
o When we are gathering here or in any other countries, we should make sure that
we are reflecting the voice of each nation from different countries, when we are
the voice of people from different communities it means that we have the power,
with the power of people we can change policies of UNHCR or host countries,
Policy should meet the requirement of people if it’s not according to people needs
then we have to revise it and make adjustment according to committee needs. As
right now we are looking at the book which was prepared two decades before
which is definitely not fulfilling the requirement of the people who are living at 21st
century, so everything should be adjusted based on the needs of participants of
the nations. That’s not acceptable that we are refugees and we do not have access
to education system, not access to healthcare services or job opportunities, so this
is not practical, and this is not reasonable from the viewpoint of humanity nor host
countries. We as human being should have access to all the basic human rights as
other people, as we have the same needs, we have the same desire, and we have
the same problems.
o We want APNOR to keep this relation and bring together all countries, and follow
the issues in very transparent manner, we do not want when the meeting finished
our work should stop, we should have our further meetings. We have these
responsibilities to make sure that APNOR leadership is functioning based on what
we have proposed during these 3 days.

Session Four: Stakeholders Panel Discussion / Establishing
Partnership for Change
This session was led by Adama with giving brief introduction about the speakers, this
session has 4 speakers which talked about selected topics.
6.1.

APRRN / Refugee and Participation Working Group report.
Adama introduced Paul Power the CEO of Refugee Council of Australia, Member
of Steering Committee, board member of Asia Pacific Refugee Rights Network,
worked with Najeeba and others for the Global Summit of Refugees in Geneva in
June 2018, he also worked on planning the first Asia Pacific Summit of Refugees in
October 2018. Adama asked question: What is the key outcome of first APSOR, was
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it the establishment of refugee leadership and participation working group of
APRRN, how is this group has supported the involvement of refugees in APRRN,
what impact these groups had on APRRN and its members.
Paul Power started his speech by answering,
the first APSOR held in October 2018, APRRN
and Refugee Council of Australia were involved
in working with Najeeba and the team on
planning the summit and the summit was one
day event which happened immediately
before 2 days of main APRRN gathering which
usually held every 2 years the Asia Pacific
consultation on refugee rights and on that
APRRN consultation the refugee leadership
and participation working group was formed.
APRRN has been establish since 2008 and it
has more then 250 civil society organizations
Paul Power, CEO of Refugee Council of
Australia & Board member of APRRN
and individual involved in its active membership
and the members are coming from 25 countries.
In recent years it is quite challenge from what APRRN experienced in its early years,
when APRRN was formed there was a commitment that there should be at least 2
people with refugee experience on the steering committee of APRRN, in the most
recent APRRN election in June 2021, 11 of 24 elected positions were taken by
people with refugee background and 2 senior positions in the organization (The
Chair and Deputy Chair) were filled by people of refugee background.
Since October 2018 there has been quite number of things that APRRN has done,
through its steering committee, refugee leadership and participation working
group and its other working groups. As refugee leadership and participation
working group was formed in 2018 and Najeeba was its elected Chair. Working
group was involved in steering committee of APRRN and had the opportunities to
bring issues of refugees participation to all of APRRN strategic discussions, APRRN
has been involved in supporting and mentoring the participation of refugee
representatives in international forums in particularly in the annual UNHCR NGO
consultations in Geneva which was held before COVID-19 pandemic including the
consultations in 2018 & 2019 and also in Global Refugee Forum in December 2019
not only refugee representative have been supported to participate in those events
but also involved and included in the meetings that APRRN members have had
with the Senior UNHCR Officials in Geneva and also with different governments
permanent missions in Geneva during the meetings which were held there.
In 2019 APRRN and APNOR work together to co-convey the 3-day regional
protection forum in Bangkok, the first day of forum was organized and led by
APNOR and the key issues discussed on that day among refugee advocates
informed the discussions on the following 2 days with different stakeholders
including UN Agency representatives and the forum looked at whole of society
approaches, promoted leadership in many full participation for the people with
living refugee experience and recommended action and the implementation of the
global compact to strengthen the protection of refugees in our region.
In 2019 for the Global Refugee Forum there was 3 parapatry meetings and for the
forum itself in December 2019 the agenda was led by the members of APRRN and
supported by the APRRN Secretariat to undertake agenda ordered discussions,
this was designed on focusing attention on the needs of refugee women and girls
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in the development and implementation on the global compact of refugees and
also the ordered team included the women from diverse refugee background, in
the end of agenda order process to draw attention to whether or not the needs of
refugee women and girls are getting sufficient attention in the discussions and
encourage the states not to ignore the needs of refugee women and produce
report at the end of each event to UNHCR to draw attention to what was discussed
and what ignored and also highlight the recommendations that need to be
followed up.
During the Global Refugee Forum APNOR and APRRN worked together on a
commitment a pledge on refugee participation and promoted this pledge to UN
member states and NGOs, APRRN members were also involved in supporting the
participation of refugee representatives, advocates and panelists in different global
refugee forum events and supported people to prepare the presentations and
statements. APRRN has also been involved in working with the University of South
Wales on its forced migration research network on a project refugee women and
girls plea to the global compact and it is part of this process where national
consultation were held with refugee women and girls in Thailand, Malaysia,
Bangladesh and Australia, looking at how to maximize support for women and girls
through the global compact on refugees and these consultations enabled refugee
women to share their good practices and also their recommendations to different
national stakeholders and this was taken by APRRN and University of South Wales
to the international level.
APRRN has been also involved in supporting refugee women to design, monitor
and evaluate projects according to their needs identifying from the community, in
Malaysia and Bangladesh small grands were given to women led community
groups to run projects focused on mental and social needs, management skills and
also support during the COVID-19 pandemic. Within APRRN itself the APRRN’s
women gender and diversity working group work with the University of York on a
project for the leadership of women within the APRRN network looking at the
challenges, issues and credit solutions and it’s part of that APRRN ensure that
refugee women leaders were included, and their voices involved in the process.
The outcome of most recent APRRN election in June 2021 were very significant
and it demonstrate the commitment not only the APRRN Secretariat but of
APRRN’s members to refugee leadership and participation and 11 of 24 leadership
positions are filled by people with lived refugee experience counter based in South
Korea, Malaysia, Thailand, Australia, and New Zealand, Hafsar Tameesuddin is the
Chair and Sitarah Mohammadi is the Deputy Chair and both are the most important
roles in APRRN’s leadership and I hope to shape APRRN’s strategic direction over
the next 2 years.
6.2.

Donor, funding for impact.
David Keegan the Founder and the CEO of HOST International shared about the
experience and challenges of working with Refugee-Led Organizations. He started
his speech by Part of what is needed is to educate NGOs, INGOs, Governments,
and UNHCR about what Refugee-Led Organization or Group looks like and how
they can assist in providing responses to refugee situations, one of the reasons that
I setup HOST International was because I was frustrated that the international
community was always looking for solutions but was not talking to the people who
were affected by those solutions. There is also a continue problem that many
refugees don’t have the capacity to setup formal organizations that can receive
funds, open bank account, and legally operate so, there is a need of organizations
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like HOST International to act as or partner as in
trying to give refugee communities the
opportunity to be involved in providing support
to their community but also being involved in
designing solutions.
To give some of understanding what HOST
International is doing in their work whether in
Southeast Asia countries or in Malaysia,
Thailand, Indonesia, Australia & New Zealand,
HOST try to identify local partners to do the
implementation with the them and HOST act as
the organization that can receive the funds and
administer those funds with local organizations, David Keegan, CEO of HOST International
HOST also include local host community
organizations in the work and try to bring together local host community with
refugee communities in being involved in implementation, In some context HOST
is involved in providing training to members of refugee community to help them to
be able to take on leadership roles in their community and other cases HOST is
involved in setting up partnerships between RLOs and Local community
organizations to increase the support which are available for refugees.
HOST also noticed in particular level refugees can spend many years in countries
of asylum while waiting for resettlement and it’s not relevant for people to be stuck
sitting around not being able to do anything, so HOST see the opportunity to be
involved in working with the community in supporting, Refugee community also
provide the opportunities for the refugee-led groups to be able to have sincere
purpose and meaning in the work of conflicts.
One of the roles that HOST International recognize is that there is a need to educate
other actors who are involved like donors, other NGOs, and stakeholders. HOST
would be interested in working with APNOR on how we might go about introducing
other stakeholders to 2 things to understand on what refugee-led organizations are
capable of but also to explain models and show models of how working together
with local organizations can be possible and certainly some of HOST work that
working to create demonstration projects that can be shared and be interested in
talking with other RLOs which are interested in similar partnerships.
“One thing I would like to recommend to RLOs, don’t always go to INGOs expecting
handout in terms of funding I agree that it is important that INGOs share funding with
RLOs but sometimes partnerships need to start by getting to know each other and
building relationship, One thing that HOST International always do as organization we
try to build a relationship look at ways that we can do together and then we look at
ways where we can get funding together – David Said”
6.3.

Better understanding of RLOs in the region.
Adama introduced Tristan Harley is a Research Consultant at Act for Peace, He has
published in the fields of refugee law and policy including as co-author of the book
“Refugees Regionalism and Responsibility”. He has also worked as Consultant with
Organizations such as UNHCR, World Refugee Council, Asia Pacific Refugee Rights
Network and Asia Pacific Network of Refugees. Adama asked question: Act for
Peace and APNOR are currently undertaking a research project which explores
how refugees can be more meaningfully included in decision making processes
that affected them, can you please tell us more about this research, what are the
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priority research area is and how do you see this research contributing to refugee
inclusion.
Tristan Harley started his speech by speaking
briefly about the research project that has been
undertaken looking at the refugee led initiatives
in the Asia Pacific region, this project aims to
better understand the ways of refugee-led
initiatives contributions to refugee protections
and solutions in the Asia Pacific region, The
research aims to answer four central questions
as below:
1) How do refugee-led initiatives support their
communities and others?
2) How do refugee-led initiatives engage with
and represent their constituents /
Tristan Harley, Research Consultant at Act
members?
for Peach
3) How do refugee-led initiatives engage with
other stakeholders? (Such as United Nations, International Aid Organizations,
Governments, Donors, and other stakeholders)
4) What barriers do refugee-led initiatives face when undertaking this work on the
ground?
This research is being led by a team of 6 professional researchers who have
experience leading and working with refugee-led initiatives in the Asia Pacific
region, as well as other specialists with a wide experience in refugee research.
Tristan Harley is one of the co-leads for this research and the other co-lead is
Najeeba Wazefadost with other 4 specialists working on this research.
Interestingly this research brings together co-relations of stakeholders which are
the Asia Pacific Network of Refugees, Asia Pacific Refugee Rights Network, Act for
Peace, and the University of New South Wales Kaldor Centre for International
Refugee Law, and what we aim to do that is to bring together refugee-led network,
a civil society network, an NGO, and the University Institutions they work together
collaboratively to develop research appropriate that’s on refugee-led initiatives.
For this study the person who are seeking to participate must be over the age of
18 and have current or previous experience engaging in the work of one or more
refugee-led initiatives in the Asia Pacific region. In the research not only, refugees
can participate but also those who have the experience engaging in the work of
refugee-led initiatives can participate in the research. The survey is available on the
website (www.refugeeledinitiatives.org) the survey takes approximately 15-30
minutes to complete.
What is the refugee-led Initiative specifically? For this research, we are seeking to
take a broad definition, that doesn’t exclude particular groups, so we are
interpreting a refugee-led initiative as any refugee-led organization, refugee
community group or other group that are led by the persons who are identified as
refugees. These refugee-led initiatives do not need to be legally registered.
In undertaking this research, we are conscious of the importance of engaging with
a wide range of participants, especially from an age, gender, and diversity
perspective, and of engaging with individuals from all levels of seniority/ hierarchy.
The benefits of participating in this study, a survey of this scale and scope has never
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been undertaken before in the Asia Pacific region, we hope the data collected from
this survey will help raise visibility to the contributions from the work of refugeeled initiatives in the Asia Pacific region, we hope that it also provide greater
understanding of factors that have promoted the growth of refugee-led initiatives
and further we hope that it will increase the potential for refugee partnerships in
collaboration with refugee-led initiatives one of the major barriers that international
aid organizations find in relation to engaging with refugee-led initiatives is lack of
visibility and understanding of the actual initiatives that are out there.
In participating in this study, you may have question is to how your answers will be
used so in this survey you have choice either it will be identified or not in this
research If you choose to be identified, the researchers will reference your name
and affiliation if they make specific reference to your experience, opinions, or
contributions in the publication. This is to ensure that you are given proper credit
for your contributions to the research, and to give visibility to your work if that is
what you are seeking. There may have cause be risks associated with being
identified that you need to consider. If you do not choose to be identified,
unidentified quotations may be used instead in the research output, but your name
and professional affiliation will be kept confidential.
What are the risks to participating in this study, In many countries, refugee-led
initiatives and the people who engage with them face a range of risks, including:
risks associated with the work and legal status of the organization, as well as risks
associated with the general hostility that refugees often face in many countries,
key objective of this research project is to better understand these barriers and
challenges as a step towards overcoming them, and when considering whether to
participate, this research can believe that its participants themselves are the best
positioned to assess these risks, taking into account your personal circumstances,
however we will be happy to discuss these risks with you should you have any
further questions.
Participation in this research is entirely voluntary and your decision to participate
or not to participate that will not affect your relationship with either the researchers
or any organization involved in the research, your decision not to participate will
also be kept confidential, If you decide to take part and later change your mind,
you are also free to withdraw from the project at any stage before 30th of April 2022.
This is when it is expected the results will be prepared for the publication and
public release.
In terms of engaging with this project it is a shared commitment to shared learning,
this research project is itself a learning process and we are keen to hear from
research participants is to how we could also improve the research project itself
and we recognize that we are not experts in this place we are keen to learn from
unique perspective and expertise of all participants around taking this important
work and there is also opportunities to review and provide feedback to complete
draft along the way.
Finally, you maybe asking why is there interest now in undertaking this type of
research? There are four areas, first is that refugee-led advocacy has successfully
brought attention to the widespread exclusion of the refugee-led initiatives around
the world and the impact of this. Second the COVID-19 pandemic has disturbed
previous projects of refugee protections and assistance and this intern is creating
new opportunities for reform. Third, governments have recently recognized in the
global compact of refugees in 2018, the responses are most effective when they
include refugees and government themselves has committed to do this. Fourth,
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with shortfalls and humanitarian funding globally this is like intern network shifting
funding approaches from international aid organizations whether desire to increase
provision of funding to local responders.
6.4.

Refugee Participation Pledge and HLOM.
Adama briefly introduced, Anila Noor is Steering Committee member of the Global
Refugee-led Network, and she is based in Netherlands, she is refugee activists at
TEDx Speaker and Researcher, she is a consultant who works with institutions on
designing engagement projects related to inclusion and diversity, Anila has an
impressive history of working to increase representation of refugees and has
designed and delivered training on meaningful refugee participation. Adama
welcomed Anila and asked question to share with audience specially refugees a
little bit about the Global Refugee-led Network and where we in terms to the
pledge refugee participation are and what are our key asks at the High-Level
Official Meeting.
Anila Noor start her speech by sharing a bit
background of the Global Refugee-led
Network, which is led by refugees, although I
am from Pakistan but now, I am living in
Netherlands and our experience which has
witnessed in 2018 when we came together in
Geneva and before that as you heard from our
different panelists before me. They were
sharing that the history where individually
refugee leader when they came together in
Geneva different examine place led by
refugees being part as a partner, they have
been invited in UN spacy and they never have
proper seat on the discussion as a
Anila Noor Steering Committee member at
representative of different refugees living in
Global Refugee-led network
different context. So, that’s why in 2018 a
summit held led by refugees more than 78 refugee participants came together
from all the globe in which they really want to showcase regardless of where we
are in the world which were having similar situation. So that’s why Global Refugeeled Network formed and APNOR, APRRN is part of Global Refugee-led Network as
an Asia Pacific region, GRN has 6 regions. What GRN has done starting from 2018,
had global summit, first summit of Asia Pacific led by APNOR, European summit
led by European Coalition, EMENA region in Turkey led by Turkish partners and
now GRN is planning to have more summits, due to COVID-19 pandemic GRN have
been stopped its activities for a while and responding to COVID-19 need in local
response, during COVID-19 GRN did a summit where we have presented how
refugee felt neglected and this COVID situation magnified the inequalities in the
debates but we stick together in the debates. Please click here to see the video of
summit.
GRN had different summits in 2019 & 2020 based on manifesto, coming as refugee
to a leadership transformation, when we have more awareness about global
context of global compact of refugees and GRF, the participation gives more
understanding how refugee voices are missing. GRN heard again that everyone
wants to be part of this discussion, so GRN has presented transporter manifesto
with the pillar agenda as a live document and still working to make it update. The
pillar of GRN really want to make participation, protection pathways work and
integration inclusion with the gender with the voice of different communities living
across the globe. The law which needs to be adjusted of Geneva convention of
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1951 which is more like European lands and GRN is trying to unpack it, these pillars
are giving like giant combine where all the efforts are collected coming from
different regions.
In 2019 when GRN was invited to the Global Refugee Forum, we got better
understanding on how we have been invited so GRN pledge of many participation
and define what does it mean, also GRN really want to showcase how we know the
importance but how we want to invite in there but also co-design who really want
to be meaningfully engage in the whole procedure and how we can strengthen
the understanding of GRF policy, this policy debates are so important and it’s not
something we can’t change it can be change. GRN is making sure when these
discussions are happening the voice of refugees and migrants in different debates
at whatever level is being taken as a part, as a main component of these policies.
During COVID-19 GRN had it’s first global summit on digital platform, where
refugees have been encourage to be responsive and share, where GRN can
showcase to reflect on how we are first the responders and GRN map and build
the capacity of refugees-led around the world and launched refugee skill-up
training globally with the translation of many languages, and working to bring it into
regional level and in coming few months GRN hope to bring this training into Asia
region as well with provided tools as in this summit so many needs has been shared
from the community with this training GRN will provide tools, confidence and
technique where refugee can have power to take the lead.
Afghan refugee crises also happened GRN has presented its statement and have
been very active and act as first responded and trying to bring the refugee voices
specially women refugee voice how they can be heard by creating visibility to
them, so the work GRN has started “nothing about us without us” will be going on,
GRN has been very active on 2 ongoing projects one of them is refugee research
which become the main component and refugee led research is being led by
refugees where refugees are tracking and unpacking the pledge has been made
as a refugee meaningful participation, what refugee has pledge and how different
multi stakeholder taking it and how its tracked and to make sure its on track or not
and bringing that on track by refugees to redefine the ethics how refugee can be
more attributing in the research. GRN has partnered with European Coalition on the
training about refugee participation should look like and what meaningful
participation is, and it’s conducted in local regional chapters in Europe and hope to
share this module globally.
For High Level Official meeting, GRN is pushing UNHCR to make sure refugee
voices are heard and refugee should be part of the discussion, unfortunately the
negotiation which GRN had there is more or less then participation which
happened 2019, GRN is still struggling to negotiate with UNHCR due to COVID and
due to restriction of travel of refugees. GRN is giving confidence that knows the
refugee situation because we are also refugees.
Question – 1: How is APRRN, HOST International and other Organizations are going
to support the inclusion of Refugees in High Level Official meeting?
Anila Noor answer: GRN is also part of tasks from UNHCR for the past few months
actively we are working about the designing and approaching and even for the side
events on the meaningful participation and others and we are making sure that
refugees are on the table with them as a co-designer as a moderator and we are
providing them subscription and awareness raising how this has to be done and
we are bringing the updated agenda for recent incidence in Afghanistan and
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Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh, we are making sure their voices are there and
providing them opportunity and GRN is standing in between to do not let any actor
to design anything without participation of refugees.
David Keegan answer: Unfortunately, UNHCR in Geneva didn’t give good
appearing space for refugee voices directly, however groups like APNOR have
done a good job at trying to get those voices out there, the other hat that I wear is
the Chair of regional protection working group with APRRN and certainly we are
trying to find ways that we can have those voices represented but it is limited and
it is difficult and even just in participation for anyone in HLOMs is so much
challenging, I would be certainly happy to progress further with APNOR and others
on this session about how we can do that better, understanding COVID-19 limited
but certainly there is commitment to trying use whatever opportunities we have for
voice whether it’s APNOR or APRRN or anyone else to make sure those voices get
across and I think the aspects of this conference over the last few days certainly
formed the part of presentation at HLOM.
Question – 2: Does APNOR have connection with Local Engagement Refugee
Research Network (LERRN) based in Canada who are actively working with RLOs
in MENA and East Africa?
Tristan Harley answer: In summary the answer is yes! Najeeba and I have been
working closely with LERRN on number of issues particularly through Professor
James Milner and Musna. One of those issues has been working on relation to
upper pose definition of refugee-led organization for the purpose of UNHCR
financing refugee led organizations that’s currently underway and there is meeting
taking place next week in relation to that, there are number of issues in Malaysian
to definitions are arising in terms of how would you specifically define a refugee
led organization what amounts are their leadership who specifically should be
included or not and what amounts to an organization, one of the reasons in our
research is, we embrace the term initiative is we thought it would be slightly
brought up in terms of characterization of the potential types of organization or
groups that maybe working in this space and the second thing related to the
question is mention the work have been done in relation to RLOs in MENA and East
Africa, one of the things that we have been focusing of working with learning in
relation to this that we have developed our research proposal with the idea that
there will be commentary to similar research that has been undertaken in the
MEAN and East Africa region on refugee led organization as well and the idea is
that while different research finding may arise across the regions there may be
similarities and some important differences that emerged as well but at least bit by
bit is the idea that we are moving towards generating more comprehensive
understanding of the work RLOs across different regions in the globe and with that
evidence base we will improve understanding and potential opportunities for
reform to the sector.

APNOR’s Agenda for Change Launch
Najeeba Wazefadost started her speech by thanking Adama for being the Moderator and
support for the summit, she talked about the Agenda for Change, for APNOR it has been
quite exciting to come to this stage it took us quite of long time to get here, about 3 years
ago when myself, Paul Power from Refugee Council of Australia and few others when we
trying to find that what do we actually want to change in Asia region, we all had different
mindset in our head and we realized that each country some of the challenges were not
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necessarily the same but what we realized that number of people forcibly displaced
worldwide continues to grow at the end of 2019 the total population of concerns came
down to 9.5 Million people, so responses and solutions to force displacement
unfortunately remain grossly inadequate and we have had it from everyone, what is even
more surprising that 19 out of 52 states in the Asia Pacific are signatories to the 1951
convention and in 2019 almost 0.4% of refugees in the region attend a durable solution,
you can imagine how small the percentage is, the capacity of the humanitarian system
itself was really constraint and in 2019 the UN refugee agency received only 50% of its
budget requirement for its operation in the Asia region, the result is that most refugees
right now in our region lives in protracted displacement situation with few protections and
very little formal support, despite all of these challenges, I have to say refugees
unfortunately are not passive recipient of humanitarian assistance but however, they are
willing still to be the active agents of change.
Wherever there are refugees, there are people one
thing that you believed that there are people within
those refugee communities with the knowledge,
motivation, and capacities to find solutions to the
diverse challenges they are facing. We have seen
numbers of examples in this summit, in many
countries in in Asia region it is really the refugee-led
initiatives that are providing displace communities
with some access to education, health, legal or social
support, at the same time refugee-led initiatives are
chronically under resourced and receive very little
support our recognition from other stakeholders for
their
important
work.
Importantly
refugee
representatives are often left out of decision-making Najeeba Wazefadost, Executive Director at
APNOR
process and are giving very little space to voice and
contribute
to
identification,
design,
and
implementation of solution, this is despite the 2018 GCR – The Global Compacts on
Refugees which really acknowledged that responses are most effective, and they actively
and meaningfully engage those that intended to take a seat.
Although, there has been recognition of the need for the refugee participation for some
time, the movement to include refugees in decision making processes or as provide its
protection has only recently gain momentum, there are still significant gaps between the
rhetoric of the refugee participation and the practices at all the levels whether it’s local,
national, regional, or global level. So, to improve responses to force displacement we
really need refugees at table and to inherit to it. This made us to look on how we could
bring Agenda for change. We did these 2 series of country consultations across the Asia
region, we consulted with refugee communities in Australia, New Zealand, Bangladesh,
Afghanistan, Japan, Malaysia, Indonesia, Iran etc. in the last 2 years, because we want to
make sure that the agenda we are setting up to change is led by refugee communities,
unlike the Global Compacts on Refugees which was top to bottom approached, we want
to make sure that our Agenda for Change which is living document is bottom to top
approach, but the instruction will be led and directed by the community itself, in all of
these consultations we have had a great amount of input from the community, in relation
to the priority of needs, in relation to the key suggestions and recommendation and the
kind of instructive that we need to use, in fact two fantastic groups raising out of these
series of country consultations, for instance in Bangladesh we were able to put together
a group of Rohingya think tank group and in Afghanistan which the consultation happen
recently we were able to establish the first strategic advisory group of Afghanistan
experts.
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“The Vision” which came out of all country consultations is clear, the vision for APNOR and
APNOR’s vision is for all the forcibly displaced people in the Asia Pacific region to be able
to access to their human rights, for diverse refugee communities to be empowered, to be
supported to the respond for their own challenges and needs, and more importantly for
them to be systematically included and represented in the decisions, that’s affecting
them, we want to see the development of stronger refugee led structures also at national
that can influence in shape not only their national policies but also the regional policy
reforms.
To achieve this vision, what we have put in the Agenda for Change is calling on all
stakeholders which includes everyone governments, institutions, civil society, funding
buddies and everybody to do 5 key actions:
1) We want everybody to commit to working in partnership with refugees, and what it
means that we want others to work with us but not for us, we want to be seen as
knowledge holders who bring value and expertise in our essential partners in response
to force displacement, working in partnership with refugees requires recognizing the
systems can structurally disadvantage refugee led organizations, work needs to be
done to dismantle or overcome the structural barriers that in the refugee led initiatives
from being effective partners or that create equal partnership, how we can achieve
this goals.
a. We got to make the refugee participation pledge, organizations working with
refugees we are inviting them to make a formal commitment to ensure that no
decision about refugees are conducted without meaningful inclusion and
accountability to those affected by these decisions, we are asking NGOs,
governments, and funding buddies to sign the refugee participation pledge.
2) We are also seeking out refugee led initiatives, organizations, and leaders, what we
mean by that is organizations working with refugees should actively seek help refugee
led initiatives, networks, or leaders same as Act for Peace, HOST International, and
others that we have and find ways to collaborate in ensure that refugee partners are
most importantly recognized fully in collaborative agreements, including in decision
making structures, staffing, and funding allocations.
3) Investing in partnership development, what we mean by that is to build internal
capacity to engage and collaborate effectively with refugees and refugee-led
initiatives.
a. As with any partnerships it takes commitment by organizations to develop trust
which is the main thing, effective and accountable relationships with refugee
communities that will ensure collaboration that are effective,
b. The second way to achieve our vision is to invest in refugee leadership and refugee
led initiatives, there are many example of refugee led initiatives that are effective
and impactful, this is because we know the needs and solutions are identified
within the affected community, so we know what really works best for them, for
refugee led initiatives that are facing significant challenges they require
intervention, they require support and they require investment, we can not
participate as equal partners in responses if we have no funding so cannot
effectively organize the influence or if we only funded to provide humanitarian
services as part of someone else’s plan. So how do we achieve this, and we would
achieve by investing directly in refugee led initiatives, specially funding buddies to
develop mechanisms to enable direct investment in refugee led initiatives like “the
Refugee Leadership Alliance” this might also include other initiatives that are
inviting collaborative partnerships between larger organizations and refugee led
initiatives reviewing funding guidelines and processes to address structure
impediments that prevent refugee led organization from applying or available
funding or setting up small targeted funding opportunities for gross root
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community led organizations to develop their capacity to organize an implement
activities.
c. The third way that we can achieve this goal is to recognize and value diverse
refugee perspectives, for everyone that working with refugees they need to
recognize that diversity and diverse perspective within refugee populations are
unavoidable and actively working to ensure that leadership opportunities and
support to refugee led organizations including the marginalize voices within the
communities in terms of age, gender, sexuality, disability and minority status e.g., it
may not be possible for refugees to form a single representative buddy. This
should not preclude engagement with refugee led structures and require working
with the range of individual groups.
d. Recognizing refugees as experts, those that are working with refugees must
ensure that refugee representative who are engaged in worked developed,
deliver, or evaluate responses affecting forcibly displaced populations that are
recognized in structures as knowledge holders and experts e.g., refugee
representatives are named compensated appropriately and have the same
requirement of accountability to affected populations as other stakeholders
involve in these processes.
e. Supporting the capacity building of the refugee led organizations, they need to
access resources, spaces to organize and require expertise to actively working
towards development and leadership capacities.
f. Investing initiatives that are accountable to affected populations, this is about in
showing that how funding will invest in refugee led organizations and leadership
capacities and how decision-making processes within the grantee organization
involved effected people.
g. Ensuring to make spaces for amplifying refugee voices, refugees do not want to
be spoken about or for, without being part of the conversation, we need to be able
to give voice to our own experiences and knowledges to share our successes and
our diverse challenges with the wider communities that we live in as well as with
the decision makers in all levels. For too long, access to decision makings have
really excluded refugees, this has been due to number of reasons and some of the
reason are known to all of us, including the difficult questions of representatives
and accountability, we need to change this by calling on our allies and supporters
to make space for us at the table, help us to organize and ensure that our
representatives are affective, accountable and strong, and to amplify our voices,
with the right support we can tell our own stories, represent our own experiences
and put forward constructive ideas to help and solve problems, we need to ensure
that refugees are always at the tables regardless of any reasons, we need to
empower refugees to be affective advocates, some of these would mean that you
need to invite refugee representatives to be part of the decision making processes.
Organizations always seen on leading decision-making processes can really
support affective refugee participation through such themes like advocacy training
opportunities, fully inducting, and providing support to refugee representatives, to
understand and navigate decision making processes and addressing any structure
barriers in refugee participations e.g., safety concerns, resources, access to
meetings, language barriers and all those thoughts.
h. Addressing negative public understanding and attitude to refugees, refugees in
many parts of Asia Pacific region are facing discrimination from local communities,
refugees should be involved in addressing public attitudes through many initiatives
to provide trainings in areas access to media specially among the refugee
communities and community awareness campaign and opportunities, refugee
involved in many negative addressing public attitude must be done in a way that
really ensure the ownership, safety and dignity of affected populations.
4) Actively working towards the fulfilment of the refugee rights, refugees can not change
an equal systems and challenge harmful policies or practices alone, so we need allies
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like APRRN, Refugee Council of Australia, HOST International, Open Society
Foundation and so on, we need allies and supporters with different skills, expertise,
networks, resources and prospective to really help us fulfil our fully potential and
access our rights as individual also as community, so we are calling on governments,
civil society organizations, NGOs, private sectors, media and individual support to work
with us and to see us people and communities with great potential.
a. Ensuring refugees have access to education and work, this has come up with all of
the country consultations that we have done in the last one year and half, across
all the regions refugees are calling on access to education and work to be able to
live and contribute to society in which they live and also to be able to better plan
for their futures, without these basic rights refugees will continue to be rely on
others, by allowing displaced people to gain skills and then apply them refugees
will be more able to act as led contribute.
b. Ensuring that refugees can live in safety it is so important, regardless of your status
refugees do not have a recognized legal status, access to documentations, have
limited or no access to legal processes, to regularize legal status and face a range
of threats to safety including detention, we call on all stakeholders to work towards
ensuring displace people can live in safety and dignity until a durable solution can
be found.
5) Increasing access to durable solution, as part of the global push to increase access to
durable solution refugees in the Asia and the Pacific are calling on governments to
renew and increase their commitments to supporting the safe voluntarily and dignified
return of refugees, local integration, and host societies and third countries
resettlement options.
This is the summary of the actions by the stakeholders’ groups which we are in visioning
to achieve in the coming years, Agenda for Change is a living document, for us we are
using this as our next step and there are more country consultations to follow on, we have
been able to do and to achieve as much as possible but we are hoping that we are able
to continue those consultations as the way to regularly update our agenda for change
review the priorities an ensuring that the key decision makers from the communities are
also involved as agents for change in everything that APNOR does.
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